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ABSTRACT
A PARALLEL DIRECT METHOD FOR FINITE
ELEMENT ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPUTATIONS
BASED ON DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION
SEPTEMBER 2019
JAVAD MOSHFEGH
B.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF TEHRAN, IRAN
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF TEHRAN, IRAN
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Marinos Vouvakis
High performance parallel computing and direct (factorization-based) solution
methods have been the two main trends in electromagnetic computations in recent
years. When time-harmonic (frequency-domain) Maxwell’s equation are directly dis-
cretized with the Finite Element Method (FEM) or other Partial Differential Equation
(PDE) methods, the resulting linear system of equations is sparse and indefinite, thus
harder to efficiently factorize serially or in parallel than alternative methods e.g. in-
tegral equation solutions, that result in dense linear systems. State-of-the-art sparse
matrix direct solvers such as MUMPS and PARDISO don’t scale favorably, have low
parallel efficiency and high memory footprint. This work introduces a new class of
sparse direct solvers based on domain decomposition method, termed Direct Domain
Decomposition Method (D3M), which is reliable, memory efficient, and offers very
good parallel scalability for arbitrary 3D FEM problems.
vi
Unlike recent trends in approximate/low-rank solvers, this method focuses on
‘numerically exact’ solution methods as they are more reliable for complex ‘real-
life’ models. The proposed method leverages physical insights at every stage of the
development through a new symmetric domain decomposition method (DDM) with
one set of Lagrange multipliers. Applying a special regularization scheme at the
interfaces, either artificial loss or gain is introduced to each domain to eliminate non-
physical internal resonances. A block-wise recursive algorithm based on Takahashi
relationship is proposed for the efficient computation of discrete Dirichlet-to-Neumann
(DtN) map to reduce the volumetric problem from all domains into an auxiliary
surfacial problem defined on the domain interfaces only. Numerical results show
up to 50% run-time saving in DtN map computation using the proposed block-wise
recursive algorithm compared to alternative approaches. The auxiliary unknowns on
the domain interfaces form a considerably (approximately an order of magnitude)
smaller block-wise sparse matrix, which is efficiently factorized using a customized
block LDLT factorization with restricted pivoting to ensure stability.
The parallelization of the proposed D3M is realized based on Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG). Recent advances in parallel dense direct solvers, have shifted toward
parallel implementation that rely on DAG scheduling to achieve highly efficient asyn-
chronous parallel execution. However, adaptation of such schemes to sparse matrices
is harder and often impractical. In D3M, computation of each domain’s discrete DtN
map “embarrassingly parallel”, whereas the customized block LDLT is suitable for a
block directed acyclic graph (B-DAG) task scheduling, similar to that used in dense
matrix parallel direct solvers. In this approach, computations are represented as a
sequence of small tasks that operate on domains of DDM or dense matrix blocks of
the reduced matrix. These tasks can be statically scheduled for parallel execution
using their DAG dependencies and weights that depend on estimates of computation
and communication costs. Comparisons with state-of-the-art exact direct solvers on
vii
electrically large problems suggest up to 20% better parallel efficiency, 30% – 3× less
memory and slightly faster in runtime, while maintaining the same accuracy.
viii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Statement
Most modern engineering design tools for radio frequency, microwave, milimiter-
wave and optical devices, components, and systems at some point in the analysis stage
rely on full-wave electromagnetic models and computational electromagnetic (CEM)
algorithms to solve Maxwell’s Equations for arbitrary linear media. The main chal-
lenge in developing such CEM algorithms is to maximize speed and memory efficiency
without compromising accuracy and reliability.
CEM algorithms are intertwined with the computing hardware architectures ad-
vances that dictate or promote certain algorithmic features such as parallel perfor-
mance, or memory usage. The evolution of the CPU technology over the past 40
years is shown in Fig. 1.1. The clock speed of modern CPU increased for a decade
due to heat dissipation aspects, but the number of cores per CPU has been growing
consistently. As a consequence, modern CEM methods and algorithms should lever-
age this multi/many-core trend, but also other high performance computing (HPC),
distributed memory platforms [1] and out-of-core trends [2] to cope for the increasing
complexity of RF designs.
The EM modeling in research will be based on the Finite Element Method (FEM)
as it is the most versatile and popular method of modeling electromagnetic structure
with complex geometries and materials. FEM models often result in sparse linear
systems with tens of millions of unknowns that are often solved iteratively. Iterative
methods not only offer low time and memory asymptotic complexity, but also very
1
Figure 1.1. The evolution of CPU technology. Core clock speed has stopped growing
in recent years, while the number of cores per processor grows consistently (source:
ANSYS, Advances in accelerator-based CFD simulation).
small memory footprint, and very good parallel efficiency (ability to leverage multi-
ple processing resources). However, in time-harmonic electromagnetic computations,
iterative methods encounter significant convergence problems stemming from the in-
definite nature of the FEM matrices. This renders pure (unpreconditioned) iterative
methods practically useless or unreliable at best. Many efforts have been directed in
the preconditioning (transformation of the original linear system into one with better
condition number) of sparse matrix systems [3], but the preconditioning effectiveness
vs. time/memory overhead compromise appears to be hard to find for general EM
problems.
Contrary, approaches based on direct solvers for sparse matrices are very reliable
and robust, and are often used as a “fall-back” option in case preconditioned iterative
methods fail or have hard time to converge. But this comes at a heavy price in
memory footprint, often speed and parallel efficiency.
This work proposes a new type of direct solver for sparse matrices encountered in
FEM electromagnetics computations that significantly reduce the memory footprint
and improve parallel efficiency and speed without affecting accuracy and reliability.
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1.2 Importance and Potential Imapct
A memory efficient, and highly scalable parallel direct solver such as the one pro-
posed here, enables the modeling and design of challenging electromagnetic problems
as follows. Some examples are shown in Figure 1.2.
• Resonant and near resonant structures such as cavities, dielectric resonators,
jet engine intakes, ect.
• Multiple excitation problems since the time consuming factorization has to be
performed once. Such structures would include monostatic RCS from large
scatteres, many port EM modes of packages and antenna arrays, etc.
• Structures involving complex materials such as highly disordered media and
artificial or engineered materials that are known to produce systems with very
high condition numbers.
• Multiscale structures.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2. Examples of challenging electromagnetic problems that their solution
requires efficient full-wave 3D solvers. (a) Radar cross section of electrically large
targets such as war airplane; (b) Radiation of a finite phased array antenna; (c)
Signal and power integrity in a PCB hosting high-speed ICs.
A low-rank or incomplete factorization version of the proposed method can be
used as a preconditioner for iterative FEM solvers to improve their conditioning and
hence convergence and speed.
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The methods described here could also find use in integral equation (IE) solvers
such as the fast multipole method (FMM) and [4] multilevel fast multipole algorithm
(MLFMA) [5] that decompose the otherwise desne matrix interactions into near-
field and far-field terms. The former terms can take the from of a block-wise sparse
matrix, that often has to be solved (factorized) directly. The proposed dual solver
can be employed efficiently for computation of such near-field terms. Amending this
near-field terms with some low-rank (intermediate field) interactions, would maintain
the block-wise sparse structure and altogether this fractionation could be used an an
improved IE preconditioner.
The concept of the proposed D3M can potentially be extended to other disciplines
where PDEs are solved, such as quantum mechanics, fluid dynamics, etc. or even
arbitrary general sparse matrix solvers by considering algebraic partitioning of the
sparse matrix.
1.3 Parallel Architectures
Nowadays, there are different parallel architectures aiming to improve high per-
formance computing. In this section, an overview of the main architectures are pre-
sented.
1.3.1 Multi-core machines
Modern workstations or high performance computing clusters feature a hierarchi-
cal access to the memory, called Non-UniformMemory Access (NUMA). NUMA archi-
tectures with less number of interconnection buses than Symmetric Multi-Processor
(SMP) machines, are more scalable and easier to expand. For example, the hierarchi-
cal architecture of a cluster node with two NUMA, 20×10-core processors and 2×64
GB RAM is shown in Fig. 1.3. The tree-shaped structure of the memory distribution
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makes it easier for manufacturers to add cores, but harder for application developers
to write efficient parallel codes.
1.3.2 Graphical Processing Units
GPUs are very efficient SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) vectorial pro-
cessing units with high computation rate and large memory bandwidth. GPUs have
a high computational power over energy consumption ratio and substantially outpace
their CPU counterpart. However, GPUs are not suitable for all types of computa-
tions, thus often only part of the computations suitable for SIMD execution, e.g. level
3 BLAS [6], are offloaded to the GPU [7].
1.3.3 Many Integrated Core (MIC)
Intel has designed a new architecture, Intel Xeon Phi [8], comprised of many
simplified classical processors which are linked together with a very high bandwidth
bidirectional ring of interconnections. Each core is capable of executing four threads
and has a vector processing unit executing 512 bits SIMD instructions. Algorithms
must be highly parallel to leverage the capacity of this architecture. Similar to GPU,
part of the computation may also be off-loaded to the Intel Xeon Phi. The architecture
of Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 is shown in Fig. 1.4.
1.4 Literature Review
This section will give a concise yet representative review of the literature in the
broader area of direct methods for sparse matrices as well as domain decomposi-
tion methods mainly in the context of discretization of partial differential equations
(PDEs).
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1.4.1 Direct Methods for Sparse Matrices
Direct methods for sparse matrices are based on the LU factorization (variation
of the Gaussian elimination) [9] of matrices that are populated with mostly zeros
(sparse). As outlined above, these matrices and their LU factorization are ubiqui-
tous, arising not only in numerical solution of PDEs and circuit simulation, but also
in the modeling of the Internet, information, social or other type of networks, as well
as search engines or data mining algorithms. Advanced direct method algorithms for
sparse matrices are broadly grouped in three categories: the supernodal approach [10],
mutifrontal approach [9], and the left-right looking approach of PARDISO [11]. In
what follows we will outline those approaches, and give an overview of the ever impor-
tant sparse matrix reordering methods used to reduce the fill-ins (additional matrix
non-zeros introduced during factorization). Pivoting strategies are very important to
achieve stability in solving indefinite matrices [12].
1.4.1.1 Matrix Factorization Types for System Solution
Consider a system of linear equations
Ax = b (1.1)
where A is a sparse n×n matrix, b is a known vector or right-hand side (RHS), and
x is the vector of unknowns. If matrix A is symmetric positive definite, it can be
shown [13] that the matrix has a Cholesky factorization
A = LLT (1.2)
where the factor L is a sparse lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements
and extra nonzero entries compared to the sparsity pattern of the lower triangle part
of A. These extra entries of L are termed as fill-ins. However, many zero entries in
A remain zero in L as well. Mathematical definition of fill-ins is as follows.
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Figure 1.5. Sparsity pattern of a small sparse matrix of size 40 shown in blue. The
fill-ins of the factorization matrix is plotten in red.
Definition A fill in a sparse matrix factorization is an entry at row i column j such
that Ai,j = 0, which fills in at least one Schur complement. That is Ai,j = 0 and
Ai,j − Li,1:kLT1:k,j 6= 0 for some k < j.
For example, the sparsity pattern of a small sparse matrix of size 40 is shown in
Fig. 1.5, where the fill-ins are plotted in red.
Carefully reordering rows/columns of A often reduces the fill-ins. In this case,
the Cholesky factor is computed for PAPT , where P is the permutation matrix. The
solution vector x can be computed by performing the Cholesky factorization of this
re-ordered matrix A˜ = PAPT, followed by a forward and backward substitutions to
solve two triangular systems:
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Ly = b˜, LTx = y (1.3)
where b˜ is the re-ordered version of the RHS. If matrix A is symmetric but indefinite,
pivoting strategies are employed to deal with indefiniteness. One of these approaches
is Bunch-Kaufman partial pivoting [14] which leads to a block diagonal matrix D,
where each block is of order 1 or 2. Therefore, the factorization becomes
PAPT = LDLT (1.4)
where P may not be fullly known a-priori, i.e. may need to be modified during the
numerial factorization to maintain numerical stability.
There are three forms to perform Cholesky factorization.
• Row-Cholesky or up-looking
• Column-Cholesky ro left-looking
• submatrix-Cholesky or right-looking
The direction of looking is determined by which the modifications are performed,
as shown is Fig. 1.6.
If matrix A is nonsymmetric, it is factored into a product LU, where L is lower
triangular and U is upper triangular:
PAPT = LU (1.5)
This research will focus only on symmetric indefinite matrices, as they arise from
rather general EM computations assuming that the media involved are reciprocal and
linear, time-invariant (with respect to the excitation frequency).
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Figure 1.6. Three forms of Cholesky factorization [21].
1.4.1.2 Sparse Matrix Reordering
Factorization of sparse matrix A leads to additional non-zero entries (fill-ins) to
the sparsity of the original matrix. The goal of reordering is to find a row and
column permutation matrix P and Q that minimize the number of non-zeros in the
factorization of PAQ. However, this problem is NP-complete [15]. Therefore, in
practice various heuristics are used. Some of the most popular ones are the minimum
degree ordering (MDR), approximate minimum degree (AMD), nested dissection, k-
means reordering, etc.
The minimum degree ordering is a widely used heuristic and greedy method that
selects the sparset pivot row and column during symbolic Cholesky factorization to
reduce fill-ins. Approximate Minimum Degree (AMD) ordering [16] is one of its
varaints that obtains approximate degree bounds instead of minimum degree for faster
computations.
Nested dissection is another heuristic fill-reducing ordering that recursively par-
tition the undirected graph of matrix A. This method is well suited for matrices
arising from 2D and 3D discretized geometries, e.g. finite element problems. Recent
approaches to nested dissection are based on multilevel methods, e.g. METIS [17].
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METIS is a serial program for partitioning of graphs and finite element meshes, and
producing fill reducing orderings for sparse matrices. Scotch [18] is another soft-
ware package for graph partitioning and sparse matrix ordering based on recursive
bipartitioning. METIS os the most widely used reordering approach.
1.4.1.3 Numerical Pivoting Strategies
The performance of sparse direct solver depends on chosen pivots. Pivoting is
swapping rows/columns to achieve numerical stability, when the matrix indefinite.
To reduce round-off error, it is often necessary to perform row/col interchanges even
when the pivot elements are not zero. In this case, pivoting is performed by selecting
the largest below-diagonal element as the pivot, and interchanging the corresponding
rows and columns to maintain symmetry, termed 2×2 pivots. This is called partial
pivoting strategy. Stability of the symmetric indefinite system solvers are discussed
in detail by Ashcraft et al. [19].
Threshold partial pivoting requires to search all the entries below the diagonal in
the candidate pivot column, which is expensive, specially in parallel implementations.
One way to avoid this, is to search only a restricted set of rows (typically the rows
corressponding to the candidate pivot columns/supernode). This strategy is called
restricted pivoting [12].
If at a given step of the factorization not all of the candidate pivots are selected,
the remaining candidates are called delayed pivots. This improves stability but leads
to more operations, less sparse L, and requires modification of the data structure in
subsequent steps that have more pivots than expected duirng analyze phase. This is
dynamic pivoting, which is implemented in MUMPS [20].
On the other hand, static pivoting strategy preserves the pivot ordering provided
by analyze phase. A static approach for LU factorization was proposed by Li and
Demmel [10].
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1.4.1.4 Supernodal Approach
The motivation to define supernodes is to agglomerate many vector computations
into one larger matrix computation, that can be processed much faster in CPU. This
speed-up is due to leveraging the spatial and temporal locality in cache memories and
reducing cache misses by employing level 3 BLAS routines instead of lower levels of
BLAS.
Definition A supernode is a set of contiguous columns with the same nonzero struc-
ture in L, so they can be treated as a dense matrix for storage and computation. More
specifically, the set of columns j, j + 1, ..., j + t creates a supernode if Struct(L∗,k) =
Struct(L∗,k+1) ∪ {k+1} for j ≤ k ≤ j+ t−1, where Struct(L∗,k) denotes the nonzero
structure of column k in sparse factor L [10].
As an example, a nodal 2D FEM problem of 7 × 7 grid from [21] is shown in Fig.
1.7(a). Supernodes of this example matrix are demonstrated in Fig. 1.7 (b) in the
new node numbers {7, 14, 15, 22, 29, 30, 31}, with corresponding sizes {3, 3, 3, 3, 3,
3, 7}.
Supernodes were originally used to speed-up (symmetric) sparse Cholesky factor-
ization [22]. The concept of supernodes and supernodal algorithms were extended
by Demel et al. [10] to leverage data locality in sparse LU factorization algorithms
with partial pivoting. Static pivoting is used to determine the fill-ins and structure
of the factors during symbolic factorization and avoid dynamic data structure during
numerical factorization. This sparse left-looking column LU factorization has led to
the SuperLU package [23]. Introducing supernodes, these algorithms employ level 3
BLAS operations to improve performance. However, the size of supernodes is usually
small (10 – 100) in practice. In the distributed-memory version of SuperLU, Su-
perLU_DIST [24], a static pivoting strategy based on weighted matching [25] is used
to determine data structures and communication patterns a priori and hence improve
13
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.7. (a) A 2D FEM mesh for the 7 × 7 grid problem; (b) Supernode for the
grid problem (× and • refers to nonzero in matrix and fill-ins in factor, respectively.)
[21].
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numerical and parallel scalability. This pivoting strategy speeds up the solution by
reducing the partial pivoting.
1.4.1.5 PARDISO Approach
Schenk and Gärtner [26] proposed a unique and very efficient supernodal approach
for unsymmetric matrices that uses two-level left-right looking LU algorithm where
the pivoting is restricted to the diagonal blocks of the supernodes, which are now
larger. In the first level of the two-level left-right looking, a dynamic process-to-
subtree scheduling of completely independant subtrees is performed. When a subtree
J is assigned to a process, all children S < J of the supernode are factorized. Then,
the external factorization is computed with a left-looking approach by eliminating all
the already factorized children. This is called left-looking as updates from children
are processed when factorizing supernode J . After the factorization is done, all the
ancestors of the supernode J are informed. This is called right-looking, since the
process updates all the supernodes K > J . This right-looking phase of the elimina-
tion is introduced to exploit pipelining parallelism. In the second level, a dynamic
process-to-root-supernode schedule is applied. These algorithms have been integrated
into the PARDISO solver [26]. For symmetric indefinite systems, Schenk and Gärt-
ner [27] proposed a similar approach to restrict pivoting to supernode diagonal blocks,
aka Supernode-Bunch-Kaufman (SBK) pivoting. This permutation moves large el-
ements to the diagonal to reduce the effort for pivoting. Since, the stability of the
numerical factorization is not guaranteed, a pivot perturbation strategy similar to
SuperLU_DIST, [24], is applied when necessary. In the case of perturbation, the
factorization is not accurate and iterative refinement is needed. Iterative refinement
is an iterative method proposed by James H. Wilkinson [28] to improve the accuracy
of numerical solutions.
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1.4.1.6 Multifrontal Approach
In finite element applications, multifrontal methods require the FEM matrix to
be assembled in full prior to factorization. In the original frontal method of Irons [29]
the FEM variables were eliminated while assembling the equations, which requires
less storage. The most celebrated extension of this method is the multifrontal method
of Duff et al. [22] where several independent fronts are computed by different proces-
sors to enable parallel computing. Duff et al. also extended the ‘element’ concept in
original frontal method so that it can be used for general sparse matrices that may
not correspond to finite element problems. The natural source of parallelism in mul-
tifrontal methods is the elimination tree, which determines the orders to eliminiate
the unknowns.
Definition The elimination tree of a symmetric matrix A ∈ Cn×n, A = LDLT is
a tree of n nodes, with the ith node corresponding to the ith column of L, and its
parent is found s.t.
parent(i)=min{j : j > i and `ij 6= 0, where `ij is an entry of L}
For example, the elimination tree of the 7 × 7 grid problem in Fig. 1.7(a) is shown
in Fig. 1.8. Supernodes with more than one node are enclosed by ovals. The rest
are singleton supernodes with one node. The unknowns can be eliminated starting
from the leaves of the tree and traversing toward the root. Each elimination creates
an update matrix contributing to the ancestors of the eliminated node.
Multifrontal algorithms for symmetric and unsymmetric matrices have been pro-
posed by Amestoy and L’Exellent in [30], have led to the popular MUltifrontal Mas-
sively Parallel Solver (MUMPS) package [20]. MUMPS is a general parallel sparse
direct solver based on asynchronous mulitfrontal approach. Exploiting delayed pivots
to improve the stability, MUMPS is believed to be the most reliable sparse direct
solver. Multifrontal algorithms are efficient versions of the right looking Cholesky,
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Figure 1.8. The elimination tree of the 7 × 7 grid problem in Fig. 1.7 with supern-
odes numbered in boldface. Supernodes with more than one node are enclosed by
ovals. The rest are singleton supernodes with one node [21].
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using efficient blocked data stactures and algorithms [31] to compute LDLT and LU
factorizations. Partial threshold pivoting is used to maintain numerical stability,
which means that rows are interchanged only if the prospective pivot is found to
be smaller than a certain threshold. Because of numerical pivoting, some variables
may not possibly be eliminated from a frontal matrix. These variables are passed to
the parent node (delayed pivot). This makes the Schur complement [32] larger than
originaly perdicted by the symbolic factroriation stage, thus requires dynamic data
structure and more elaborate scheduling.
The unique memory-saving feature of frontal method is restored in domain-wise
multifrontal method proposed by Kim and Lee [33] for structural analysis. In this
method, the finite element domain is recursively decomposed into subdomains un-
til an appropriate number of elements in each domain is reached. The degrees of
freedom (DoFs) in each domain are reduced to the domain surface DoFs using static
condnesation, which ignores the dynamic effect. This step is plausible because the
stiffness matrix for each subdomian with Dirichlet boundary conditions (BC) is non-
singular. However, such method would fail for electromagnetic (EM) applications,
or general indefinitne matrices, because the corresponding FEM matrix of a domain
with Dirichlet BC, that represents inpenetrable cavity, which has singular solutions
at frequencies corresponding to its eigenvalues. Avoiding such internal resonances in
EM problems is one of the most challenging steps in employing domain-wise meth-
ods such as domain decomposition method (DDM). The key to deal with this issue
is to enforce appropriate boundary conditions on the interfaces between neighboring
domains, which is studied extensively in domain decomposition methods [34].
1.4.1.7 SPIKE
The SPIKE algorithm is a hybrid parallel solver for banded linear systems devel-
oped by Polizzi et al. [35]. A band matrix is a special type of sparse matrix whose
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Figure 1.9. SPIKE method partitions a sparse matrix into tridiagonal format. The
example matrix A and the RHS F is partitioned into four diagonal blocks [35].
non-zero entries are confined to a diagonal band, comprising the main diagonal and
one or more sub-diagonals on either side. This method first partitions the banded
matrix into a block tridiagonal form, an example shown in Fig. 1.9 with four diagonal
blocks.
By decoupling the relatively large blocks along the diagonal, a reduced system is
introduced which is much smaller than the original matrix. However, the reduced
matrix may be expensive. Recovering the system from the reduced system can be
done “embarrassingly parallel”. The SPIKE algorithm can also be employed as a
preconditioner for iterative methods.
1.4.1.8 Directed Acyclic Graph-based Solvers
Directed Acyclic Grap (DAG) scheduling approaches in dense direct solver may
achieve highly efficient asynchronous parallel execution. However, adaptation of such
schemes to sparse matrices is very hard and challenging; Because it has to deal with
an enormous number of highly irregular tasks. Despite this difficulty, researchers have
tried to implement efficient DAG-based sparse direct solvers. Hogg et al. [36] intro-
duced a DAG-based sparse cholseky factorzation for symmetric positive-definite linear
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systems, implemented in HSL_MA87 solver. Lacoste et al. [37] presented a DAG-
based scheduler for sparse parallel direct solver PASTIX [38] to replace the highly
optimized internal dynamic scheduler. The DAG-based shceduler, implemented for
shared and distributed memory heterogeneous systems [39], achieved comparable re-
sults for small number of cores. However, it was slower than the original internal
scheduler for larger number of cores, due to the increasing overhead in the DAG
scheduler.
1.4.2 Domain Decomposition Solvers
Domain Decomposition Methods (DDMs) in the context of PDE solvers are it-
erative solvers that inherently offer very good parallel efficiency, something that is
missing from virtually all of direct methods for sparse matrices. A combination of
direct methods with DDM approach has the potential to produce a memory efficient
and scalable parallel direct solver. However, several challenges in each of those meth-
ods would have to be tackled first. Therefore, the most prominent variants DDM
schemes are first reviewed in this section.
DDM schemes, solve sub-structures (domains) independantly and then iterate on
a subset of unknowns, e.g. on the domain interfaces, to recover a global consistent
solution for the original problem. Various constraints between domains, also known
as Transmission Conditions (TCs), such as Dirichlet [40, 41], Neumann, and Robin
TC [42] have been employed to improve the convergence of the iterative DDM solvers.
Most notable are the Dirichlet TCs [40,41] where only unknown continuity is enforced
across domains, Neumann TCs [42], where only the derivative of the unknown conti-
nuity is enforced across domains, and Robin TC [42], where a continuity of a linear
combination of the unknown and its derivative are enforced across domains. Although
DDM methods based on Dirichlet and Neumann TCs were succesful for elliptic PDEs
that lead to symmetric positive definite systems, they do not lead to convergent al-
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gorithms on PDEs that do not satisfy the ellipticity condition (i.e. lead to semi or
indefinite matrix systems). Those are problems arising from the FEM discretization
of Helmholtz or Maxwell equations [43]. Lions [42] realized that the Robin TCs (lin-
ear combination of Dirichlet and Neumann TCs) could improve the convergence of
definite problems and grant convergence on indefinite scalar problems. Despres [44]
was the first to successfully use Robin TCs, analogous to the impedance boundary
condition, [45] on Maxwell’s equation problems.
Among variants of iterative DDMs, Finite Element Tearing and Interconnecting
(FETI) method introduced by Farhat and Roux [46] is the most important nonover-
lapping dual substructuring method for second order, self-adjoint scalar elliptic equa-
tions. It uses Dirichlet TCs through one set of Lagrange Multipliers (LMs) to enforce
field continuity at the conforming domain interfaces. To avoid internal resonances,
Robin TCs replaces Neumann TCs in FETI-H [47, 48]. This leads to a global sym-
metric interface problem. FETI-DP (dual-primal FETI) method, which is amont the
most successfull and popular DDM, introduces a global coarse problem on the domain
corners to improve convergence [49].
FETI method was first introduced in electromagnetic (EM) problems by Wolfe et
al. in [50]. Due to the elimination of all domain variables (in a PEC cavity) and the
use of Dirichlet TCs, it suffers from internal resonances [51]. To improve conditioning,
Robin TCs were enforced through two sets of LMs residing on domain interfaces [52].
However, the resultant dual (FETI) problem is prone to interior numerical resonances,
thus not useful for high frequency simulations. To solve this problem, FETI-like
method [53] was proposed to iterate on both dual and primal variables on the interface,
which doubled the size of the reduced problem. In [54], FETI-2λ formulation is
introduced to resolve the above-mentioned internal resonances, which iterates only
on the dual variables. In addition, suitable preconditioning schemes such as Locally
Exact Algebraic Preconditioner (LEAP) and the Multigrid FETI (MG-FETI) were
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introduced to improve the robustness of these iterative DDMs without significant
sacrifices on their parallel scalability. Variants of FETI-DPEM formulations [55–57]
offer similar approach to resolve interior numerical resonances, but they iterate primal
variables on the domain corners in addition to dual variables, which leads to larger
global problem.
These iterative DDM solvers in CEM have been very successful because they gen-
erally consume less memory than multigrid or other preconditioned iterative solvers,
and have pushed the evelope on some large scale practical applications, e.g. finite
phased array analysis. However, majority of those methods have lacked the levels
of robustness and convergence reliability needed for commercial-grade CEM solvers.
When these models involve many independent excitations, or complex materials, or
multi-scale or near resonance structures, even the most advanced preconditioned it-
erative methods [54] can lose effectiveness and efficiency. This troublesome behavior,
coupled with the recent proliferation of computing cores and RAM memory have led
to a renewed interest in parallel sparse direct solution methods in certain FEM com-
putations in CEM. In the proposed DD-FEM, the boundary value problem (BVP) is
re-formulated so that it can be solved directly. To the best of our knowledge, virtually
all DDM algorithms introduced so far in CEM have been solved iteratively.
1.5 Proposed Work Overview
This work introduces domain decomposition (DD) based, direct solution strategy
(with numerical exact arithmetic) for FEM models that is suitable for robust, efficient
computation and parallel processing; thus capable of harnessing the extra power of
multi/many core architectures, high performance computing (HPC), cloud comput-
ing, etc. Unlike conventional approaches that are agnostic about the matrix physical
model origins i.e. ‘black-box’ solvers, this direct DD strategy relies on a judicious
re-formulation of the underlying boundary value problem (BVP) as a decomposed
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BVP (DBVP) on a collection of domains [58] much like it is done in iterative domain
decomposition methods. The decomposed BVP and its subsequent mixed/hybrid
variational formulation is cast such that all domains are always regular (non singu-
lar) while maintaining the self-adjoint nature of the overall problem, thus lead to
symmetric non-singular matrices [59,60]. This will prove critical in achieving an effi-
cient direct solution [61]. Domain decomposition in this research is geometric, i.e. the
geometry is first partitioned and then meshed. After that the mesh is partitioned to
result in decomposed domain to ensure conforming mesh. This is a little combersome,
but it perhaps produces better separators, i.e. volume to interface unknown ratio is
better.
Subsequent discretization with suitably chosen FEM basis in terms of primal
degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) in domain volumes and dual DoF on domain interfaces,
lead to a large sparse arrowhead matrix that is then reduced in size by eliminat-
ing via independent sparse direct factorizations and inversions of the primal DoFs in
domains. This process is akin to the FETI reduction in iterative DDs, but with em-
ploying one set of LM on domain interfaces and applying either loss or gain to each
domain that will later facilitate a very efficient direct factorization. A block-wise
recursive algorithm based on Takahashi relationship is presented for efficient compu-
tation of discrete Dirichlet-to-Neumann map to reduce the volumetric problem into
the auxiliary surfacial problem defined on the domain interfaces.
The resultant auxiliary matrix is symmetric but approximately one order of mag-
nitude smaller than the original one, and is block-wise sparse (sparse collection of
dense blocks), a feature that is computationally desirable in direct matrix factoriza-
tions, because it has high degree of data locality and enables the use of blazing fast
level 3 BLAS operations [6]. As such, this matrix is LDLT factorized via a very fast
symbolic factorization step that is attributed to the clique graph [62] of the block-
wise sparse matrix, followed by a custom block LDLT with restricted Bunch-Kaufman
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pivoting [14]. Once the auxiliary (dual) problem has been efficiently factorized, the
recovery of all or a subset of primal unknowns are obtained in an embarrassingly
parallel manner via solving many smaller size sparse linear systems.
A conceptual overview of the proposed approach and its conventional counterpart
are depicted in Fig. 5.6. Although the proposed approach involves more computa-
tional steps, much like field computations with auxiliary potentials in electromag-
netics, solving the auxiliary problem can be faster than the conventional one-shot
approach.
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Figure 1.10. Conceptual overview and comparison of conventional direct solutions
of FEM models vs. the proposed direct solution approach.
Attaining the auxiliary problem and recovering the full solution are also relatively
fast and embarrassingly parallel. In a sense, instead of striving to minimize fill-
in to reduce memory and time, the proposed approach attempts to maximize the
concurrency in sparse matrix computations, as well as the total number and order
of subsequent dense matrix operations, thus promising very favorable parallel and
GPU processing prospects. The special block LDLT with restricted Bunch-Kaufman
pivoting is well suitable for block directed acyclic graph (B-DAG) task scheduling
asynchronous parallel execution. Using this parallelization method, one can achieve
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significant parallel scaling improvement and time saving. The parallel version of the
proposed approach is conceptually shown in Fig. 1.11.
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1.6 Contributions
In sum, this work will propose:
1. FETI-1λ DD method that uses one set of Lagrange multipliers on the domain
interfaces to create specially signed regularization matrices, that introduce ei-
ther artificial loss or gain to each domain to eliminate internal resonances (non-
singular domain matrices).
2. A block-wise recursive algorithm based on Takahashi relationship for efficient
computation of discrete Dirichlet-to-Neumann map to reduce the volumetric
problem into an auxiliary surfacial problem defined on the domain interfaces.
3. A custom block LDLT factorization with restricted Bunch-Kaufman pivoting to
solve block-wise sparse auxiliary (dual) problem.
4. A directed acyclic graph (DAG) parallel scheduling that represents the com-
putations as a sequence of small tasks operating on domains of DDM or dense
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matrix blocks of the reduced (dual) matrix. These tasks are statically scheduled
for parallel execution using their DAG dependencies and weights that depend
on estimates of computation and communication costs.
1.7 Dissertation Outline
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 briefly reviews some preliminary theories and background knowledge
to support this research. It introduces basic EM theories along with useful func-
tion spaces and notations. This chapter also introduces important EM engineering
quantities that will be used throughout the dissertation manuscript.
Chapter 3 develops the proposed FETI-1λ direct domain decomposition finite el-
ement formulation for a general EM model that introduces one set of specially signed
Lagrange multipliers on the domain interfaces to regularize domain FEM matrices.
It reduces the volumetric problem into a block-wise sparse surfacial problem that in-
volves the inversion of the regularized FEM matrix on the domain interfaces (discrete
DtN map). It also introduces a block-wise recursive algorithm based on Takahashi re-
lationship for efficient computation of this discrete Dirichlet-to-Neumann map. Then,
a custom block LDLT with restricted Bunch-Kaufman pivoting is presented to solve
for the blocked sparse auxiliary system on the domain interfaces. Finally, the desired
EM quantities are recovered by solving independant sparse system of domains.
Chapter 4 evaluates the proposed D3M framework on four different multiscale
and challenging EM problems. First, the scattering of progressively larger dielec-
tric spheres is considered. This is a deceivingly simple problem that has analytical
solution, but it is very challenging for direct solvers. Next, the radiation of progres-
sively wideband planar ultrawideband modular antenna (PUMA) array [63] along
with signal integrity analysis of a real-world multi-layer printed circuit board and an
IC package are also performed. Results comparison in terms of accuracy, numerical
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efficiency, strong scaling parallel efficiency, and reliability between the proposed D3M
framework and the state-of-the-art sparse direct solvers are presented.
Chapter 5 introduces a parallelization strategy for the proposed D3M that repre-
sents the computations as a sequence of small tasks that operate on domains of DDM
or dense matrix blocks of a reduced matrix. These tasks can be statically scheduled
for parallel execution using their directed acyclic graph (DAG) dependencies and
weights that depend on estimates of computation and communication costs.
Chapter 6 evaluates the parallel performance of the proposed D3M framework
on two different multiscale and challenging EM problems. Scattering of progressively
larger dielectric spheres and signal integrity analysis of a real-world multi-layer printed
circuit board. Results comparison in terms of factoriztion time and memory, strong
scaling parallel efficiency, and strong scaling parallel speedup between the proposed
D3M framework and MUMPS 5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 are presented.
Chapter 7 ends the dissertation with a summary section and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we first introduce the notations that will be used throughout the
manuscript, followed by a brief review of fundamental EM theories and formulations.
Then, we will propose the statement of the problem that this dissertation aims to
solve, and finally introduce the FETI-2λ domain decomposition formulation that the
proposed algorithms are based on.
2.1 Notations
Boldface capital letters (e.g. S) are used to represent matrix while boldface low-
ercase letters (e.g. u) represent vectors in R3 except explicitly specified otherwise.
An overhead hat (e.g. uˆ) signify the vector had unit magnitude. Caligraphic letters
are used to denote geometric related variables, e.g. M - mesh, K - tetrahedron, E -
edge, F - face, V - vertix.
Script letters such as E and H represent real and time varying quantities. The
boldface capital letters E and H are reserved for time-harmonic electric and magnetic
field, respectively. Wave number in free-space is defined as ko = ω
√
µ0o, where
w = 2pif is the radial frequency with f represents the operational frequency, µo
and o represent the material permeability and permitivity in free-space, respectively.
In any dielectric object, the material permeability and permitivity are defined as
µ = µrµo and  = ro, respectively.
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The truncated computational domain of interest is denoted by Ω ⊂ R3, further
we define the boundary of Ω as Γ ⊂ R2. The outward unit normal to ∂Ω is defined
by nˆ.
The imaginary unit symbol used in this disseration is j.
2.2 Function Spaces, Norms and Traces
In this section some useful space and operator definitions for the development
of the upcoming theory will be provided. The space of the tangentially continuous
functions defined in a volume Ω [64] is
H(curl; Ω) =
u
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ˆ
Ω
(
|∇ × u|2 + |u|2
)
dr3 <∞
 . (2.1)
This is the space of square integrable vector fields with square integrable rotation.
The subspace of H(curl; Ω) with elements that have zero tangential trace at Dirichlet
surfaces is denoted with
H0(curl; Ω) = {u ∈ H(curl; Ω), nˆ× u = 0 on ΓD} , (2.2)
where ΓD denotes the Dirichlet boundaries (PEC), employed with a unit normal
vector nˆ. From the electromagnetic point of view, this space represents the space of
electric and magnetic fields, including vector fields with finite electromagnetic energy.
Also of interest is the space of normally continuous functions [64],
H(div; Ω) =
u
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ˆ
Ω
(
|∇ · u|2 + |u|2
)
dr3 <∞
 . (2.3)
which represents the space of fluxes. The inner product between elements of H(curl; Ω)
and H(div; Ω) is defined as [65]
〈u,v〉H(curl;Ω)×H(div;Ω) =
ˆ
Ω
u · v dr3. (2.4)
The aforementioned spaces share a duality relationship (H(curl; Ω))′ = H(div; Ω),
which means that each of the two spaces consists of all linear functionals of the other.
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Of particular importance in this work are the spaces of electric field trace and
electric current:
H−1/2⊥ (curlΓ; Γ) =
{
u ∈ H−1/2⊥ (Γ), curlΓu ∈ H−1/2(Γ)
}
(2.5)
and
H−1/2‖ (divΓ; Γ) =
{
u ∈ H−1/2‖ (Γ),divΓu ∈ H−1/2(Γ)
}
. (2.6)
The spaces H−1/2⊥ , H
−1/2
‖ and H−1/2(Γ) are the dual spaces of H
1/2
⊥ , H
1/2
‖ and H1/2(Γ).
H1/2⊥ and H
1/2
‖ represent trace function spaces with “weak" normal and tangential
continuity respectively across the edges of a faceted surface as shown in Figure 2.1.
H1/2(Γ) is the space of continuous scalar trace functions. Weak continuity is im-
Γi
Γj
nˆi
nˆjtˆitˆj
tˆij
eij
Figure 2.1. A faceted surface and its associated unit vectors.
portant because it allows for facetted surfaces like the ones arising from a surface
triangulation. The definition of the surface operators divΓ and curlΓ can be found
in [66] and the aforementioned spaces could be found in [64]. For engineering pur-
poses, it is sufficient to say that H−1/2⊥ (curlΓ; Γ) represents the space of edge elements
defined on surfaces [66] and H−1/2‖ (divΓ; Γ) is the space in electromagnetics of surface
currents [67].
The elements of (2.5) and (2.6) are the tangential surface and twisted surface
traces of the elements in H(curl; Ω), where Γ ⊂ Ω. This relationship is formally
established thought the following operators.
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1. The tangential surface trace operator γt : H(curl; Ω) 7→ H−1/2⊥ (curlΓ; Γ),
γt(u) = nˆ× u× nˆ. (2.7)
2. The twisted surface trace operator γ× : H(curl; Ω) 7→ H−1/2‖ (divΓ; Γ),
γ×(u) = nˆ× u. (2.8)
The vector nˆ is the normal unit vector of Γ.
2.3 Electromagnetic Theory Review
We first introduce some fundamental electromagnetic quanties and then the gov-
erning Maxwell’s equations that lead to the proposed boundary value problem in the
next section. Finally, common electromagnetic simulation output product such as
s-parameters and far-field pattern will be derived at the end of this section.
2.3.1 Maxwell’s Equations
In EM, the time-varying quantities we are interested in general are:
E(r, t) : Electric field intensity,
D(r, t) : Electric flux density,
H(r, t) : Magnetic field intensity,
B(r, t) : Magnetic flux density.
where r represents a position vector in space, t denotes time. To find these quantities
in an electromagnetic analysis, one has to solve the governing Maxwell’s equations:
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˛C
E · dl = − d
dt
¨
S
B · ds,
˛
C
H · dl = d
dt
¨
S
D · ds +
¨
S
J · ds,
‹
S
B · ds = 0,
‹
S
D · ds =
˚
V
qv dv.
(2.9)
where J is the density of free currents, and qv denotes the volume density of free
charges, and the space-coordinate and time arguments are omitted for simplicity. The
circle on a line integral denotes a closed contour while the circle on a surface integral
denotes a closed surface.
The relationship between field intensity and flux density can be easily established
by following equations,
D = E ,
B = µH,
(2.10)
where  and µ are the permitivity and permeability tensors, respectively for the wave
propagation medium.
The Maxwell’s equations in (2.9) can also be expressed in differential form by
applying Stokes theorem on the first two equations in (2.9) and divergence theorem
on the other two. This leads to
∇× E = −jωB,
∇×H = jωD +J ,
∇ ·B = 0,
∇ ·D = qv.
(2.11)
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2.3.2 Time Harmonic Maxwell’s Equations
In steady-state, time variation of field intensity and flux density quantities can
be expressed as sinusoidal functions. For instance, the electric field intensity can be
expressed as
E = √2Re(E ejwt), (2.12)
where E is a complex quantity that has no time variation, thus only spatial com-
ponents of E is represented by E. A scalor √2 is used to denote that E is a root-
mean-square (rms) value. Following this steady-state case, (2.11) can be rewritten
as
∇× E = −jωB,
∇×H = jωD + J,
∇ ·B = 0,
∇ ·D = qv.
(2.13)
with well-known boundary conditions,
Et = 0 on ΓPEC
Ht = 0 on ΓPMC
lim
|r|→∞
(√
µ

H× r− |r|E
)
= 0
(2.14)
where Et and Ht denote the tangential component of the complex field quantity at
the perfect electric/magnetic conductor surface, respectively. The last equation is the
Silver-Müller radiation condition [?] for time-harmonic electromagnetic fields.
2.3.3 EM Engineering Quantities
Very often, the end product of an electromagnetic simulation interested to engi-
neers are the scattering matrix, and/or the far field quantities (e.g., radiation pattern
of an antenna). In the next two sections, we will define these commonly used EM
engineering quantities.
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2.3.3.1 S-parameters
The scattering matrix relates the voltage waves incident on the ports to those
reflected from the ports [?]. For a multi-port microwave devices, these quantities can
usually be directly measured by a modern vector network analyzer device.
Consider a P-port network, then the entry at (i, j) of the scattering matrix S is
defined as below,
Si,j =
V −i
V +j
(2.15)
where V +j denotes the amplitude of the voltage wave incident on port j, while V −i
denotes the amplitude of the voltage wave reflected from port j at port i. It is
important to note that to measure Si,j, all the other ports other than i and j need to
be terminated. The voltage at port k can be calculated using
Vk =
ˆ
Γk
Et × Jk dr2. (2.16)
where Γk represents the boundary surface at wave-port k.
2.3.3.2 EM Far Fields
Another important EM engineering quantity of interest is the electromagnetic far
field, such as antenna gain, radiated power or radar cross section (RCS). When the
underlying CEM solver is a frequency domain finite element method which solves for
the near-field E, an extra near-to-far field transformation step must be invoked by
the Stratton-Chu formula [?],
E∞(rˆ) = − jk4pi
˛
∂Ω
(
ηJ(r′) + M(r′)× rˆ
)
ejkrˆ·r
′
dr′2 (2.17)
where
J(r′) = nˆ×H(r′),
M(r′) = −nˆ× E(r′)
(2.18)
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are the electric and magnetic surface currents, respectively. rˆ is the observation
position unit vector, and r′ is the position vector of the source fields, at the surface
∂Ω.
The radiation intensity is now defined as
U(rˆ) = lim
r→∞
r2
η
|E∞(r, θ, φ)|2. (2.19)
Thus, the antenna directivity can be shown as
D = 4piU(rˆ)
Prad
, (2.20)
where the radiated power can be computed through
Prad =
180ˆ
θ=0
360ˆ
φ=0
U(θ, φ)sinθ dθdφ. (2.21)
For scattering problems, the RCS is given as
Ae(θ, φ) = lim
r→∞ 4pir
2 |Escatt∞ (r)|2
|Einc∞ |2
. (2.22)
where r = rˆr.
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CHAPTER 3
DIRECT DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION METHOD (D3M)
In this chapter, an efficient FETI-1λ DDM framework is outlined. The proposed
framework utilizes one set of Lagrange multipliers (LM), since it strives for minimum
memory instead of good conditioning to introduce a symmetric block-wise sparse
auxiliary problem on domain interfaces that can be solved dircetly. To the best of
our knowledge, all DDM algorithms introduced so far have been solved iteratively.
This work proposes a new type of direct solvers for sparse matrices encountered in
FEM electromagnetics computations that significantly reduce the memory footprint
and improve parallel efficiency and speed without affecting accuracy and reliability.
In the proposed D3M, the boundary value problem (BVP) is re-formulated such
that artificial loss or gain is applied to each domain, which makes the corresponding
FEM matrix non-singular. Since the auxiliary problem on domain interfaces is solved
directly, non-singularity suffices to guarantee the solution procedure.
3.1 Boundary Value Problem Statement
A generic EM system with different materials, excitations and boundary conditions
is shown in Fig. 3.1. The EM analysis of such general EM system can be done by
casting, and solving the following boundary value problem (BVP) statement:
Seek E ∈ H◦ (curl; Ω) such that
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Figure 3.1. A generic EM system used for the development of the boundary value
problem.
∇× 1
µr
∇× E− rk2oE = −jωµ0Jimp, in Ω,
n× E = 0, on ΓPEC ,
n× 1
µr
∇×
(
E− Ei
)
+ jkoηn×
(
E− Ei
)
× nˆ = 0, on ∂Ω,
(3.1)
where subspace of H◦(curl; Ω) represents electric fields that satisfy the EM boundary
conditions on PECs (defined in details in chapter 2), η =
√
r/µr, Jimp is a given
port excitation current used in radiation or driven guided-wave problems, whereas
Ei = E e−jki·r is the given incident plane wave field propagating in the ki = k0kˆi, r
represents the space vector. It is noted that the last equation in Eq. (3.1) refers to
the first order absorbing boundary condition (ABC) applied at the truncation surface
∂Ω, and is used to emulate the behavior of unbounded free-space.
3.2 Topological Quantities
Consider a computational domain Ω decomposed into N non-overlapping sub-
problems Ωi, termed domains, satisfying
Ω =
N⋃
i=1
Ωi, Ωi ∩ Ωj = ∅ ∀i 6= j (3.2)
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For example, the generic computational domain shown in Fig. 3.2(a), is decom-
posed into four conforming domains as shown in Fig. 3.2(b). ∂Ω is the outer boundary
of Ω. It is noted that throughout the paper, the lower case letters in bold face, e.g.
e, denote vectors; While the upper case letters in bold face, e.g. E, denote matrices.
The boolean matrix N ∈ NN×N incorporates the connectivity of the domains. The
number of non-zero entries in each row/column is equal to the number of interfaces
of the corresponding domain, i.e. number of domain neighbors, denoted by Ni. In
general, the sparsity pattern of column j is
Struct{N∗j} = { i| domain i & j share a surface} (3.3)
where the entries are unitary. In other words, it is given by
Nij =

1, if domain i & j share a surface,
0, otherwise
(3.4)
For example, in the four domain problem of Fig. 3.2(a) the neighboring operator
takes the form:
N =

0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0

. (3.5)
The intersection of the neighboring domains, domain-face Fij, is defined as
Ωi ∩ Ωj =

Ωi, if i = j,
∅, if i 6= j and Nij = 0,
Fij, if Nij = 1,
(3.6)
Each domain-face Fij consists of two local interfaces Iij and Iji, on domain i and
j, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.2(c).We represent each pair of local interfaces on a
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domain-face with a global interface notation I(s), s = 1, 2, ..., NI where NI is the total
number of global interfaces. Interfaces I(s) are numbered lexographically based on the
two-index numbering of interfaces, Iij, where domain i and domain j are neighbor.
Interfaces of domain d are numbered locally and denoted as I(l)d , l = 1, 2, ..., Ni where
Ni is the number of interfaces on the domain.
The union of interfaces on domain i forms the interior domain boundary Γi =
⋃
j
Iij,
while the domain outer boundary is defined as ∂Ωi = Ωi ∩ ∂Ω. The union of the
domain-faces forms the skeleton of the decomposition S = ∪Fij. The intersection of
three or more domain-faces defines the domain-edges Eij,mn,... = Fij∩Fmn∩ . . ., whose
their union forms the decomposition wire-basket W = ∪Eij,mn.
The vector field u is defined on the skeleton S while uij represents its component
on a local interface Iij and u(s) represents its component on a global interface I(s).
u(s) component is used to match the primal unknowns on both sides of the domain-
face. The restriction operator Rij : C3(S) → C3(Iij) where uij = Riju, maps the
vector field over the interfaces.
The vector field U is defined in the domain. The trace operator γt is the projection
from three dimensional to two dimensional vector field space given by γt(U)= nˆ×U×nˆ
and γ×(U)= nˆ×U, where nˆ is the normal on the surface.
3.3 Formulation
General principle of constrained optimization is employed to formulate the FETI-
1λ method. The global energy minimization of the original computational domain Ω
is recast into a set of local energy minimization problems defined on non-overlapping
domain Ωi, along with transmission conditions, i.e. constraint equations, to ensure
the consistency of the decomposed problem with the original one. The consistency
of the decomposed fields with the original one is realized by explicitly enforcing
the tangential field continuity across the interfaces, i.e. γt(E∗)|Iij = γt(E∗)|Iji and
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Figure 3.2. A sample four-domain decomposition problem representing the topo-
logical quantities schematically. (a) The computational domain excited with current
Jimp and incident wave Einc; (b) The conforming decomposition of the problem into
four domains, Ωi; (c) The induced interfaces between neighboring domains Iij, the
corresponding restricted fields uij by Rij, and global interfaces I(s) ; (d) The primal
and dual unknowns on the interfaces.
γt(H∗)|Iij = γt(H∗)|Iji . The subscript * denotes the decomposed fields, that are
tangentially continuous within domains, but discontinuous across them. The formal
definition of the corresponding function space is
V∗ =
N∏
i=1
H0(curl; Ωi). (3.7)
In the proposed FETI-1λ, impedance transmission condition (TC) is used as the
equilibrium constraint to insure “global” continuity across interfaces, while Dirichlet
TC is used as the admissibility constraint over the interfaces to make the auxiliary
problem symmetric.
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γ×( 1µr∇× E∗)|Iij + αγt(E∗)|Iij = −γ×( 1µr∇× E∗)|Iji + αγt(E∗)|Iji ,
γt(E∗)|Iij = γt(E∗)|Iji .
(3.8)
Note that the choice of Dirichlet TC for the admissibility constraint is suitable,
because the proposed DDM is formulated such that it can be solved directly and
consequently, conditioning won’t be an issue. While in all other variants of FETI,
to the best of our knowledge, such as FETI [46], FETI-DP [68], FETI-DPEM [56],
FETI-2λ [54], impedance TC or higher order TCs are used to improve conditioning
and hence the convergence of the iterative solver. However, in the proposed method,
the DDM problem is solved directly without requiring to improve the conditioning of
the system. This is the main advantage of the proposed direct DDM (D3M) approach.
The difference between the proposed FETI-1λ formulation with the FETI-2λ for-
mulations presented in [52], [53] is that in those FETI-2λ formulations the impedance
TCs are used for both equilibrium and admissibility constraints.
The decomposed BVP reads as,
Seek (E∗,λ) ∈ {V∗,Λ} such that : (3.9)

∇× 1
µr
∇×E∗ − k2rE∗ = −jkηJimp, in Ω = ⋃Ωi
γ× (∇×E∗)−jkγt(E∗)=γ×(∇×Einc)−jkγt(Einc), on ∂Ω
Rij
[
sgn(i)(j)j− αe
]
−Rji
[
sgn(j)(i)j− αe
]
= 0, ∀{ij} i, j = [1, N ], Nij 6= 0
Rije−Rjie = 0, ∀{ij} i, j = [1, N ], Nij 6= 0
where Jimp and Einc are the excitation, the trace operator γt is the projection from
three dimensional to two dimensional vector field space given by γt(U)= nˆ×U×nˆand
γ×(U)= nˆ×U, where nˆ is the normal on the surface. In addition, k, η, r, and µr are the
wavenumber, intrinsic impedance, relative permittivity and relative permeability of
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the medium, respectively. Rij is the restriction operator from skeleton S to interface
Iij, where domain j is the neighbor of domain i.
In the proposed D3M, the Lagrange multipliers are defined as a complex mix of
electric field traces and electric currents on the interfaces. The idea of using complex
operator associated to the Helmholtz equation in DDM was first proposed by De La
Bourdonnaye et al. [69] for acoustics problems. Since then, a lot of more advanced
DDM formulations have been developed; But, to the best of our knowledge, all of
them were formulated and aimed to improve the conditioning and hence convergence
of the iterative solvers. In this work, we have resurrected De La Bourdonnaye for-
mulation and modified it to solve electromagnetic problems directly. Main challenges
of this modification are dealing with vector fields instead of scalar, avoiding internal
resonances in domains at all cost, and choosing the appropriate function space for
both electric field (curl-conforming) and electric current (divergence-conforming) on
the domain interfaces, which is more complicated than acoustic problems.
The electric field traces
e=γt(E∗)|Γ ∈
N∏
i=1
H−
1
2
⊥ (curlΓ,Γi) (3.10)
and the electric currents on
N⋃
i=1
Γi
j=γ×(
1
µr
∇×E∗)|Γ ∈
N∏
i=1
H−
1
2
‖ (divΓ,Γi) (3.11)
One set of Lagrange multipliers is defined on each global interface I(s), which is
represented on each side on the interface as follows
λij =Rij
(
sgn(i)(j)j−αe
)
on interface Iij (3.12)
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and
λji=Rji
(
sgn(j)(i)j−αe
)
on interface Iji (3.13)
Therefore, the Lagrange multiplier on the global interface I(s) is defined as
λ(s) =λij =λji on interface Is (3.14)
where s is the global numbering of the interface. The primal and dual unknowns on
the interfaces are shown in Fig. 3.2(d). The complex parameter α affects the stability
of the method. Through a Fourier analysis in [52], it is shown that the optimum value
is α = jk.
3.4 Variational Statement
To construct the variational statement of DBVP (3.9), the residual functional of
the broken Helmholtz equation
r(E∗) = ∇× 1
µr
∇× E∗ − k2rE∗ + kηJimp ∈
N∏
i=1
H(div; Ωi) (3.15)
is tested with all the elements of its dual space
(
N∏
i=1
H(div; Ωi)
)′
=
N∏
i=1
H(curl; Ωi),
[64] such that
〈v∗, r(E∗)〉H(curl;Ω)×H(div;Ω) = 0, ∀v∗ ∈ V∗. (3.16)
Expanding this set of equations for each domain Ωi and applying the absorbing
boundary condition (ABC) on the domain outer boundary Ωi , we have
ˆ
Ωi
(
∇× vi · 1
µr
∇× Ei − k2vi · rEi
)
dr3 +
ˆ
∂Ωi
(
vi · nˆ× 1
µr
∇× Ei
)
dr2 +
ˆ
Γi
(vi · ji)dr2−
ˆ
∂Ωi
γt(v∗) ·
{
γ×
(
∇×Einci
)
− jkγt
(
Einci
)}
dr2 + kη
ˆ
Ωi
(vi · jimpi )dr3 = 0, ∀vi ∈ Vi.
(3.17)
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where
ji = nˆ× 1
µr
∇× Ei, on Γi (3.18)
From (3.12), we have
jij = αsgn(i)(j)eij + sgn(i)(j)λij, on Iij, ∀j = 1, 2, ..., N,Nij 6= 0. (3.19)
Substituting (3.19) in (3.17), we have
ˆ
Ωi
(
∇× vi · 1
µr
∇× Ei − k2vi · rEi
)
dr3 +
ˆ
∂Ωi
(
vi · nˆ× 1
µr
∇× Ei
)
dr2+
α
N∑
j = 1
Nij 6=0
sgn(i)(j)
´
Iij
(vi · eij) dr2 +
N∑
j = 1
Nij 6=0
sgn(i)(j)
ˆ
Iij
(vi · λij) dr2+
´
∂Ωi
γt(v∗) · {γ×(∇×Einci )− jkγt (Einci )} dr2 + kη
ˆ
Ωi
(vi · jimpi )dr3 = 0, ∀vi ∈ Vi.
(3.20)
Similarly, the residual functionals of the TCs are constructed and tested on the
skeleton S as follows:
〈Rijµ,Rijλ −Rjiλ〉Λ×Λ = 0, ∀µ ∈ Λ,
〈Rijµ,Rije−Rjie〉Λ×Λ = 0, ∀µ ∈ Λ,
(3.21)
where i, j = [1, N ], Nij 6= 0. The first equation in (3.21) is already satisfied by using
one set of global LMs on each interface, see (3.14). Expanding the second equation
in (3.21), we have
ˆ
Iij
(µij ·eij)dr2−
ˆ
Iji
(µji ·eji)dr2 = 0, ∀µij ∈ Λij,∀{ij} i, j = [1, N ], Nij 6= 0 (3.22)
Therefore, (3.20) and (3.22) lead to the variational statement that reads as
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Find (E∗,λ) ∈ {V∗,Λ} such that:
a∗(v∗,E∗) + d(v∗,λ) = f(v∗), ∀v∗ ∈ V∗
b(µ,E∗) = 0, ∀µ ∈ Λ.
(3.23)
where a∗(·, ·) is a sesquilinear form a∗(·, ·) : V∗ ×V∗ → C defined as
a∗(v∗,u∗) =
N∑
i=1
(ai(v∗,u∗) + αti(v∗,u∗)) , (3.24)
where ai(·, ·) is the domain FEM sesquilinear form ai(·, ·) : Vi ×Vi → C
ai(v,u) =
ˆ
Ωi
(
∇× v · 1
µr
∇× u− k2v · ru
)
dr3 + k
ˆ
∂Ωi
γt(vi) · γt(ui)dr2, (3.25)
and ti(·, ·) : V∗ × V∗ → C is the regularization bilinear form due to LM change of
variable defined as:
ti(v∗,u∗) =
ˆ
Γi
sgn(i)(·)γt(v∗) · γt(u∗)dr2. (3.26)
in which, sgn(i)(·) denotes the interface signs on interior boundary Γi. The coupling
sesquilinear forms d(·, ·) : V∗ ×Λ → C is defined as
d(v∗,λ) =
ˆ
S
sgn(·)γt(v∗) · λdr2, (3.27)
where sgn(·) denotes the interface signs on the skeleton S.
Finally, the LM sesquilinear form b(·, ·) : Λ ×Λ → C is given by:
b(µ,λ) =
ˆ
S
sgn(·)µ · λdr2. (3.28)
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The excitation functional f(·) : V∗ → C is defined as
f(v∗) = −jkη
N∑
i
〈
vi,Jimp
〉
H(curl;Ωi)×H(div;Ωi)
+
ˆ
∂Ω
γt(v∗) ·
{
γ×
(
∇×Einc
)
− jkγt
(
Einc
)}
dr2
(3.29)
3.5 Discrete Representation
The set of finite element basis functions in each domain Ωi, defined on its mesh
Mi, is the second order (p = 2) Nedelec functions of the first kind [64] (hierarchical
basis functions with incomplete order polynomials) that form the space ND32,i(K). K
denotes the tetrahedra of the mesh. These basis funcitons are denoted by {w(i)k , k =
1, · · · , ni}, where ni is the primal unknown number (volumetric DoF) of domain i.
The discrete space for primal unknowns is then expressed as
Vh∗ =
N∏
i=1
{
w(i)k ∈ H0(curl; Ωi)|w(i)k ∈ ND32,i(K) ∀K ∈Mi
}
(3.30)
The definition of Lagrange multipliers in (3.12) and (3.13), imposing loss/gain
to each side of the interfaces, alleviates the internal resonances of domains. How-
ever, it introduces the challenge of choosing the appropriate function space for LMs
which is a mixture of electric field (curl-conforming) and electric current (divergence-
conforming). The LM space could be either curl-conforming or divergence-conforming,
depending on the dominance of electric field or electric current, respectively. The LM
space could also be continuous or discontinuous at the domain-edges. It is shown
in [54] that the appropriate function space for LMs, Λ∗, are tangentially continuous
on domain interfaces
Λ∗ =
N∏
i=1
N∏
j = 1
Nij 6=0
H−
1
2
⊥ (curlΓ; Iij). (3.31)
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This choice of function space for LMs allows discontinuities between different
interfaces, as shown in Fig. 3.3. This idea of redundant unknowns at the “corners"
of interfaces was originally proposed in [70] for j-based formulation. This leads to an
extra set of dual unknowns at each domain-edge, as shown in Fig. 3.3. The solid red
circles denote the maintained dual unknowns at the domain edge, while the hollow red
circles denote the removed dual unknowns at the domain edge. This critical removal
maintain the non-singularity of the equations.
(1)
(4)
(5)
(2)
(3)
Figure 3.3. 2D cross sectional cut of a 3D model decomposed with four domains in
an unstructured, 2D partitioning topology. The partitioning results in two domain-
edges. The extra set of unknowns at a interface corner of each domain-edge, is shown
in red circle.
With the choice of Vh∗ and Λ∗ described above, the discrete representations of the
bilinear regularization (3.26) reads as
ti(v∗,u∗) =
N∑
j = 1
Nij 6=0
sgn(i)(j)
ˆ
Iij
γt(vi) · γt(ui)dr2. (3.32)
and sesquilinear forms (3.27) and (3.28) can be expressed as
d(v∗,λ) =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j = 1
Nij 6=0
sgn(i)(j)
ˆ
Iij
γt(vi) · λij dr2
 , (3.33)
and
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b(µ,u∗) =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j = 1
Nij 6=0
sgn(i)(j)
ˆ
Iij
µij · γt(uj) dr2
 . (3.34)
3.6 Interface Sign Assignment
The sgn(i)(j) function in regularization interface matrix (3.32), is the key to avoid
internal resonances in domains. The sgn(i)(j) function is defined such that most of
the interfaces of each domain have the same sign with the condition that
sgn(i)(j) = −sgn(j)(i) on Iij, for ∀{ij} i, j = [1, N ], Nij 6= 0 (3.35)
This guarantees that every domain has either an artificial loss or gain and hence is
non-resonant.
When the computational domain Ω is partitioned in a checkerboard manner, a
black-white signing of the domains and consequently the corresponding domain in-
terfaces, would be enough to satisfy (3.35). An example of this checkerboard signing
is shown in Fig. 3.4 (a). Circled signs denote the ‘major sign’ of each domain corre-
sponding to its loss/gain. In the case of checkerboard partitioning, all the interfaces
happen to have the same sign as the domain major sign, similar to [48]. The difference
between the proposed signing approach with that of [48] becomes clear in arbitrary
partitioning. In the proposed approach, each interface is assigned opposite signs on
its both sides to maintain energy conservation along with avoiding internal resonances
in the domains. An example of arbitrary partition signing is shown in Fig. 3.4 (b).
Circled signs are the domain major signs. There are some interfaces signed different
from their domain major sign to satisfy (3.35).
3.7 Matrix Representation
The primal basis function set for domain i is given by
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4. Signing of the interfaces in the proposed D3M with opposite sign on
both sides of each interface. The circled signs denote the domain major sign, for
different partitioning schemes. (a) a checkerboard decomposition; (b) An arbitrary
decomposition.
w(i)k ∈ ND32,i ⊂ Vi, k = 1, 2, ..., ni (3.36)
where ni is the primal unknown number (volumetric DoF) in domain i, representing
the eletric field
ei =
Ni∑
k=1
e˜
(i)
k w
(i)
k (3.37)
where e˜ is the set of unknown coefficients corresponding to the primal solution vector.
The trial function span is given by
vhi = span
{
w(i)k , k = 1, . . . , ni
}
. (3.38)
and the set of basis functions for LM is given by
w(mn)k ∈ ND22,i ⊂ Λmn, k = 1, 2, ..., nmn (3.39)
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where nmn is the number of surface DoF on interface Imn, representing the LM
λmn =
nmn∑
k=1
λ˜
(mn)
k w
(mn)
k , (3.40)
where λ˜ is a set of unknown coefficients corresponding to the dual solution vector.
They span the LM space
µhmn = span
{
w(mn)k , k = 1 . . . nmn
}
. (3.41)
After expanding trial functions in their basis and substituting them into (3.23)
spaces, it becomes clear that the matrix form of (3.34) is the transpose of (3.33).
Then, it gives the matrix form of the equations
A D
DT 0

e˜
λ
=
 f
0
 (3.42)
where e˜ =
[˜
e1 e˜2 ... e˜N
]T
and λ=
[
λ(1) λ(2) ... λ(NI)
]T
. Moreover, A is the diagonal
blocked matrix of FEM-ABC matrices Ad, d = 1, 2, ..., N
A =

A1 0 . . . 0
0 A2 . . . 0
... ... . . . ...
0 0 . . . AN

(3.43)
Ad is the FEM-ABC matrix for domain d with loss or gain at the interface I(l)d ,
based on the interface sign sgnd(l). FEM-ABC matrix Ad can then be written as
Ad = AFEMd + α
Nd∑
l=1
sgnd(l)T(l)d (3.44)
where AFEMd is the FEM matrix of domain d regularized by T
(l)
d defined at the inter-
face I(l)d , l = 1, 2, ..., Nd with Nd being the number of interfaces on domain d. Since
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sgnd(l) is determined such that most of the interfaces of each domain have the same
sign, the regularization matrices T(l)d make Ad non-singular.
Coupling matrix D is a blocked sparse matrix, where the non-zero pattern of its
column s, D∗s, is
Struct{D∗s} = { d| domain d is a neighbor of interface I(s)} (3.45)
where the entries are sparse matrices given by
Dds = sgnd(l)D(l)d , l = global-to-local interface map(s) (3.46)
in which, the sparse matrix D(l)d , l = 1, 2, ..., Nd maps the primal space in dth domain
to LM space on interface I(l)d . Nd is the number of interfaces on the domain, s is the
global numbering of the interface I(s), and l is the corresponding local numbering of
the interface I(s).
The domain-wise representation of coupling matrix D is as follows
D =

D1
D2
...
DN

(3.47)
where Dd, d = 1, 2, ..., N maps the primal space in dth domain to LM space on interior
boundary Γd.
Eliminating the primal unknowns e˜ in (3.42) results in
(
N∑
d=1
DTd (Ad)−1Dd
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
K
λ =
N∑
d=1
DTd (Ad)−1fd︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
, (3.48)
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The reduced D3M matrix K is symmetric blocked sparse, that can be obtained
from the domain-wise summation
K =
N∑
d=1
BTdK
(d)
D Bd (3.49)
where N is the number of domains, K(d)D ∈ CN×N is the “domain" matrix of the dth
domain, and Bd ∈ NN×NI is the binary local-to-global map. Domain matrices K(d)D
are symmetric and can be computed in parallel with no communication. If domain d
has Nd interfaces, K(d)D takes the form
K(d)D = sgndT

(D(1)d )TA−1d D
(1)
d (D
(1)
d )TA−1d D
(2)
d · · · (D(1)d )TA−1d D(Nd)d
(D(2)d )TA−1d D
(1)
d (D
(2)
d )TA−1d D
(2)
d · · · (D(2)d )TA−1d D(Nd)d
... ... . . . ...
(D(Nd)d )TA−1d D
(1)
d (D
(Nd)
d )TA−1d D
(2)
d · · · (D(Nd)d )TA−1d D(Nd)d

sgnd
(3.50)
where sgnd is
sgnd =

sgnd(1)
sgnd(2)
...
sgnd(Nd)

(3.51)
The local-to-global map of interface numbering, Bd, has the following sparsity
pattern for row s
Struct{B(d)s∗ } = { l| l be the local numbering of the interface I(s) on domain d}
(3.52)
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Then, the sparsity pattern of column p in K is given by
Struct{K∗p} = { s| ∃d s.t. domain d is a neighbor of both interface I(s) & I(p) }
(3.53)
in which, the entries are dense matrices. The diagonal entry of K, corresponding to
the interface Iij (between domain i & domain j) with global numbering s and local
numbering l, is computed by
Kss = K(i)ss + K(j)ss = (D
(l)
i )TA−1i D
(l)
i + (D
(l)
j )TA−1j D
(l)
j (3.54)
while the off-diagonal entry of K, that couples interface I(s) and I(p) (with local
numbering l and m, respectively) through domain d, is calculated by
Ksp = K(d)sp = sgnd(l)(D
(l)
d )T (A−1d )D
(m)
d sgnd(m) (3.55)
For example, the diagonal blocked matrix of A, the blocked matrix D, and the
reduced matrix K for the 2D decomposed problem shown in Fig. 3.2(d) become as
follows
A =

A1 0 0 0
0 A2 0 0
0 0 A3 0
0 0 0 A4

(3.56)
D =

D(1) D(2) 0 0 0
−D(1) 0 −D(3) −D(4) 0
0 −D(2) D(3) 0 −D(5)
0 0 0 D(4) D(5)

(3.57)
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
K(1)11 +K
(2)
11 K
(1)
12 K
(2)
13 K
(2)
14 0
K(1)12
T
K(1)22 +K
(3)
22 K
(3)
23 0 K
(3)
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K(2)13
T
K(3)23
T
K(2)33 +K
(3)
33 K
(2)
34 K
(3)
35
K(2)14
T
0 K(2)34
T
K(2)44 +K
(4)
44 K
(4)
45
0 K(3)25
T
K(3)35
T
K(4)45
T
K(3)55 +K
(4)
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

λ(1)
λ(2)
λ(3)
λ(4)
λ(5)

=

F (1)
F (2)
F (3)
F (4)
F (5)

(3.58)
3.8 Internal Resonance Analysis
The parameter α in (3.44) is local to each interface and generally can take different
values at different interfaces, if necessary. This may be required if it was not possible
to do sign assignment such that each domain has a major sign. In this case, we can
choose different values for α at the interfaces of that domain, which consequently
affect its neighbors. In general, the FEM-ABC matrix of a subdomain d with Nd
interface is
Ad = AFEMd +
Nd∑
l=1
sgnd(l)αlT(l)d (3.59)
where T expressions stem from impedance transmission condition of Eq. 3.9, that
can be written as [52]
γ×
(
1
µr
∇× Ei
)
+ αγt (Ei) = −γ×
(
1
µr
∇× Ej
)
+ αγt (Ej) , (3.60)
where γ×, γt are trace operators acting on the interface between domains i and j
and E is the electric field. In [52], a Fourier analysis and a modal TE/TM decom-
position is performed to show that in electromagnetics the choice of Im(α) < 0 leads
to convergent TE and TM propagative modes for iterative solvers. This means that
impedance transmission condition has improved the conditioning of Ad and making it
non-singular. The impedance transmission condition applied in Eq. 3.9 has the same
effect on the FEM-ABC matrix Ad for each subdomain. This phenomenon can be
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viewed physically as well. Each of the impedance transmission condition (and con-
sequently T expressions) acts as an artifiacial impedance (with positive or negative
resistance) on each interface of the subdomain d. These artificial impedances trans-
form the resonant cavity with singular FEM matrix into a non-resonant subdomain
with non-singular FEM-ABC and avoid internal resonances to occur.
In all the problems we have solved with the proposed D3M, α = −k is chosen
at all interfaces (with opposite sign on each side) without causing any problem. In
practice, it has never been necessary to play with the values of α on different in-
terfaces. However, in order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
have considered the worst-case scenario by the analysis of a cavity with dimensions
a = 1m, b = 3m, and c = 5m as the building block for 1D decomposed rectangular
waveguide, 2D decomposed parallel plate waveguire, and 3D decomposed free space
problems shown in Fig. 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7, respectively.
The PEC rectangular waveguide with cross section 1m× 3m is 1D decomposed in
domains of length 5m. Each domain has two interfaces with regularization coefficient
+α1 and −α2, which lead to the FEM-ABC matrix for the domain as follows
Ad = A(d)FEM + α1T
(d)
1 − α2T(d)2 (3.61)
The condition number of the proposed FEM-ABC matrix Ad for different values of
α1 and α2 along with the condition number of the FEM matrix A(d)FEM for different
frequencies are compared in Fig. 3.5 . The proposed FEM-ABC matrix for (+α1 =
jk,−α2 = −jk) plotted in red suffers from internal resonances, similar to volumetric
FEM matrix A(d)FEM plotted in blue. In 1D decomposition, it is always possible to
choose the sign of α on both interfaces of each domain to be the same. Therefore,
the values (+α1 = jk,+α2 = jk) can be chosen to avoid the internal resonance, as
plotted in black in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. Comparisons of the condition number for the proposed FEM-ABC
matrix Ad for different values of α1 and α2 with that of the FEM matrix A(d)FEM
for different frequencies for worst-case examplary 1D decomposed rectangular PEC
waveguide. Geometry of the problem along with the proposed regularization matrices
on the interfaces are shown in the insert of the plots.
The parallel plate waveguide of height 1m is 2D decomposed in domains of size
2m × 5m. Each domain has four interfaces with regularization coefficient +α1 and
−α2, which lead to the FEM-ABC matrix for the domain as follows
Ad = A(d)FEM + α1T
(d)
1 − α2T(d)2 + α1T(d)3 − α2T(d)4 (3.62)
where only two different values of α on the intefaces are chosen for simplicity. The
condition number of the proposed FEM-ABC matrix for (+α1 = jk,−α2 = −jk)
plotted in red Fig. 3.6, shows that it suffers from internal resonances, similar to
volumetric FEM matrix A(d)FEM plotted in blue. By changing the values of the reg-
ularization parameter on the interfaces to (+α1 = 1.1jk,−α2 = −0.9jk), plotted in
black, the resonances have vanished.
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Figure 3.6. Comparisons of the condition number for the proposed FEM-ABC
matrix Ad for different values of α1 and α2 with that of the FEM matrix A(d)FEM
for different frequencies for worst-case examplary 2D decomposed parallel plate PEC
waveguide. Geometry of the problem along with the proposed regularization matrices
on the interfaces are shown in the insert of the plots.
The free space problem is 3D decomposed in domains of size 1m×2m×5m. Each
domain has six interfaces with regularization coefficient +α1 and −α2, which lead to
the FEM-ABC matrix for the domain as follows
Ad = A(d)FEM + α1T
(d)
1 − α2T(d)2 + α1T(d)3 − α2T(d)4 + α1T(d)5 − α2T(d)6 (3.63)
where only two different values of α on the intefaces are chosen for simplicity. The
condition number of the proposed FEM-ABC matrix for (+α1 = jk,−α2 = −jk)
plotted in red Fig. 3.7, shows that it suffers from internal resonances, similar to
volumetric FEM matrix A(d)FEM plotted in blue. By changing the values of the reg-
ularization parameter on the interfaces to (+α1 = 1.5jk,−α2 = −0.5jk), plotted in
black, the resonances have vanished.
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Figure 3.7. Comparisons of the condition number for the proposed FEM-ABC
matrix Ad for different values of α1 and α2 with that of the FEM matrix A(d)FEM for
different frequencies for worst-case examplary 3D decomposed free space problem.
Geometry of the problem along with the proposed regularization matrices on the
interfaces are shown in the insert of the plots.
3.9 Computation of DtN Map
Elimination of the primal unknowns e = [e1 e2 . . . eN ]T in (3.42) led to the reduced
equations (3.48), which involves computation of the following term for each domain.
Kd = DTd (Ad)−1Dd ∀d = 1, 2, ..., N (3.64)
Consider partitioning of the electric field unknown vector of the ith domain such
that ed =
[
eId eΓd
]T
with eΓd ∈ CnΓd representing the electric field unknowns on the
surface of the dth domain and eId ∈ CnId the remaining unknowns. This leads to the
definition of the surface restriction matrix Rd ∈ Nnd×nΓd such that
eΓd = Rded, (3.65)
with
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RTd Rd =
 0 0
0 InΓd×nΓd
 , (3.66)
where InΓd×nΓd is an identity matrix of size equal to the DoF count at the domain
interior boundary Γd.
The rank of Ad is equal to the number of the total electric field unknowns, nd =
nId + nΓd , while rank(Dd) = nΓd with nΓd << nd. Exploiting the lower rank of Dd and
(3.66), the partial sum Kd can be expressed as
Kd = DTd
(
RTd Rd
)
A−1d
(
RTd Rd
)
Dd = (DTdRTd )(RdA−1d RTd )(RdDd), (3.67)
Assuming
D˜d = RdDd, (3.68)
and
Zd =
(
RdA−1d RTd
)
, (3.69)
Kd is represented as follows
Kd = D˜TdZdD˜d. (3.70)
in which, Zd is the discrete version of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) map of the dth
domain. The matrix Zd can be considered as the numerical (discrete) Green’s function
of the domains, reducing the volumetric problem onto the domian interfaces.
An efficient strategy of computing the DtN map (Zd) based on the selective in-
version of some entries of Ad is proposed in [71], which exploits the sparsity of the
right hand sides. In this out-of-core approach, two hypergraphs are partitioned con-
currently to traverse efficiently the elimination tree for the forward and backward
solves. In [72] similar approach is presented for in-core settings. These methods fo-
cused on improving data locality by blocking, in the case of multiple inverse entries.
The parallel computation of multiple entries of the inverse of a sparse matrix using
the sparsity of the right hand side is proposed in [73].
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The other approach to compute the Zd matrix is to form the Schur-complement
on the primal surface unknowns of the domain, and then invert it. The Schur-
complement approach is popular in mathematics community [3] and structural me-
chanics. Reordering the matrix Ad according to the volume-surface rearrangement
ed =
[
eId eΓd
]T
, it leads to
Ad =
 AIId (AIΓd )T
AIΓd AΓΓd
 (3.71)
where AIId represents the interactions among volumetric primal unknowns, AΓΓd rep-
resents the interactions among surfacial primal unknown, and AΓId and AIΓd represent
the mutual interactions between the two unknown sets. Issai Schur [74] was the first
to explicitly consider Schur-complement Sd as
SΓΓd = AΓΓd − (AIΓd )T
(
AIId
)−1
AIΓd (3.72)
while Banachiewicz [75] was the first to represent the inverse of a partitioned matrix
in terms of the Schur complement.
A−1d =
(AIId )−1 + (AIId )−1AIΓd
(
SΓΓd
)−1
AΓId (AIId )−1 −(AIId )−1AIΓd
(
SΓΓd
)−1
−
(
SΓΓd
)−1
AΓId (AIId )−1
(
SΓΓd
)−1
 (3.73)
Performing the partial LDLT factorization of Ad (factorizing volumetric primal un-
knowns only), the restricted inverse of Ad on interior boundary can be computed as
the inverse of the Schur-complement SΓΓd :
Zd = (Sd)−1 =
(
AΓΓd − (AIΓd )T
(
AIId
)−1
AIΓd
)−1
(3.74)
The Zd matrix can be explicitly computed via standard sparse direct solvers us-
ing selective inversion based sub-structuring [71,72] or Schur-complement based sub-
structuring [75]. However, these methods lose their efficiency when the inverse of all
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entries of rows/columns corresponding to the surface unknowns on the domain inte-
rior boundary Γd are required. An alternative approach to compute certain elements
of the inverse of a sparse matrix efficiently is to use Takahashi et al. equations [76]
that relates the LDU factors to Z = A−1. The elements of the inverse matrix that
can be computed in this method are limited to the non-zeros entries of the U factor,
Zsparse = {zij|(U)ij 6= 0} ⊆ Z. In [77], Erisman and Tinney proposed a recursive
algorithm based on Takahashi et al. equations to compute Zsparse elements of the
inverse matrix and showed that this can be done without computing any other inverse
entry. Campbell and Davis proposed an inverse miltifrontal approach [78] based on
Takahashi et al. equations to compute the Zsparse entries of the inverse matrix
efficient using level 2 and level 3 BLAS operations. However, none of these Takahashi
based method can be used to compute DtN mapping Zd. Because all entries of Zd are
required, while these methods can only compute Zsparse entries. One way to bypass
this limitation is to make the Zparse and Zd equal. In other words, factorize the
matrix Ai such that all the entries corresponding to the surfacial primal unknowns
become non-zero. A special fill-in reducing reordering for the sparse matrix Ad is re-
quired in order to achieve this. First, the matrix Ad is permuted by Ppre to separate
interior and surface unknowns such that all the surface unknowns reside at the end
of the matrix. This leads to the partitioning of the matrix Ad as (3.71).
Then, a fill-in reduding reordering, such as METIS [17] or SCOTCH [18], is ap-
plied to the symmetric sparse matrices AIId and AΓΓd to find the corresponding inner
reordering vector PII and surface reordering vector PΓΓ. The overall fill-in reducing
permutation matrix P is as follows
P =
 PII 0
0 PΓΓ
 (3.75)
Performing LDLT factorization of the sparse matrix Ad, we have
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PAd = LdDdLTd (3.76)
where Ld can be partitioned as follows
Ld =
 LIId LΓId
LIΓd LΓΓd
 (3.77)
Since surface unknowns create a connected graph on the mesh, their corresponding
factor LΓΓd is a dense matrix, as desired. Detailed proof of this concept in provided in
Appendix. The key of the proposed algorithm is the special reordering used to move
the surface unknowns to the end of the matrix, such that they create a dense block
LΓΓd in the factor Ld of the sparse matrix Ad, as shown in Fig. 3.8(a).
In order to use Level 3 BLAS, we can partition the matrix LΓΓd and Zd into m×m
blocks of size at most Nb. They take the form
LΓΓd =

L11 0 · · · 0
L21 L22 · · · 0
... ... . . . ...
Lm1 Lm2 · · · Lmm

,Zd=

Z11 ZT21 · · · ZTm1
Z21 Z22 · · · ZTm2
... ... . . . ...
Zm1 Zm2 · · · Zmm

(3.78)
Since Zd is symmetric, blocks in the lower part of the matrix are only computed.
Main steps of the proposed block-wise recursive Takahashi based algorithm to com-
pute Zd are demonstrated pictorially in Fig. 3.8(b). For simplicity, it is assumed
that all the blocks have the same size of Nb. The generalization is straightforward.
The blue shows the values are accessed while the red shows the values that are com-
puted. The last block of Zd, i.e. Zmm, is first computed using the recursive algorithm
presented in [77]
Zmm = D−TmmL−Tmm + Zmm(I− LTmm) (3.79)
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Figure 3.8. (a) The sparsity pattern of the L factor of the sparse FEM-ABC matrix
Ad, i.e. Ld. The corresponding factor LΓΓd of the surface unknowns that create
a connected graph on the mesh, is a dense matrix. (b) Main steps of the block-
wise recursive computation of Zd based on Takahashi relationship. Red denotes the
updating blockes in each step, while blue the accessed blocks.
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Using the symmetry of Zmm and lower triangularity of Lmm, we can simplify (3.79)
to achieve
zij = d−1ii δ(i− j)−
Nb∑
k=i+1
ziklkj (3.80)
where Nb is the size of block Zmm. The corresponding vectorized recursive algorithm
is given in Algorithm 1 using MATLAB notation for indexing.
Algorithm 1 Takahashi Inversion
Zmm(Nb, Nb) = Dmm(Nb, Nb)−1
for i = Nb − 1→ 1 do
Compute off-diagonal entries:
Zmm(i+1:Nb, i)=−Zmm(i+1:Nb, i+1:Nb) ∗ Lmm(i+1:Nb, i)
Compute diagonal entries:
Zmm(i, i)=Dmm(i, i)−1 − Zmm(i+1 : Nb, i)T ∗ Lmm(i+1 : Nb, i)
end for
After computation of the last block Zmm, the steps (II) – (V) in Fig. 3.8(b) are
performed recursively for ith column block of the block-wise partitioned Zd through
its first column block. The blue denotes the entries accessed in each step, while the
red denotes the computed entries. In step (II), the off-diagonal blocks in ith column
block of Zd, i.e. Zi+1:m,i are computed as follows
Zi+1:m,i=−Zi+1:m,i+1:m ∗ Li+1:m,i (3.81)
In step (III), the columns of off-diagonal blocks Zi+1:m,i are update recursively by
Zi+1:m,i(:, j) = Zi+1:m,i(:, j)−Zi+1:m,i(:, j + 1:Nb) ∗Li,i(j+1:Nb, j) ∀j = Nb− 1→ 1
(3.82)
Then, in step (IV) the diagonal block Zi,i is computed using the off-diagonal blocks
Zi+1:m,i
Zi,i=D−1i,i − Zi+1:m,iT ∗ Li+1:m,i (3.83)
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Finally, the columns of the diagonal block Zi,i are updated recursively as follows
Zi,i(j+1:Nb, j) = Zi,i(j+1:Nb, j)−Zi,i(j+1:Nb, j+1:Nb)∗Li,i(j+1:Nb, j) ∀j = Nb−1→ 1
(3.84)
Zi,i(j, j) = Zi,i(j, j)− Zi,i(j+1:Nb, j) ∗ Li,i(j+1:Nb, j) ∀j = Nb − 1→ 1 (3.85)
The block-wise recursive algorithm to compute Zd matrix is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Block-wise Takahashi Inversion
Compute Zmm using Algorithm 1
for column block i = m− 1→ 1 do
Compute off-diagonal blocks:
Zi+1:m,i=−Zi+1:m,i+1:m ∗ Li+1:m,i
Compute off-diagonal blocks updates:
for j = Nb − 1→ 1 do
Zi+1:m,i(:, j)− = Zi+1:m,i(:, j + 1:Nb) ∗ Li,i(j+1:Nb, j)
end for
Compute diagonal blocks:
Zi,i=D−1i,i − Zi+1:m,iT ∗ Li+1:m,i
Compute diagonal blocks updates:
for j = Nb − 1→ 1 do
Zi,i(j+1:Nb, j)− = Zi,i(j+1:Nb, j+1:Nb) ∗ Li,i(j+1:Nb, j)
Zi,i(j, j)− = Zi,i(j+1:Nb, j) ∗ Li,i(j+1:Nb, j)
end for
end for
The computation of block entries in domain matrices K(d)D in (3.50) can be ex-
pressed as follows
K(d)lm = sgnd(l)(D
(l)
d )TA−1d D
(m)
d sgnd(m) ∀l,m = 1, 2, ..., Nd (3.86)
where Nd is the interface number of dth domain. This leads to defining the restriction
matrix R(l)d ∈ NnΓd×n
(l)
d such that
e(l)d = R
(l)
d eΓd , (3.87)
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where nΓd is the primal DoF on domain interior boundary Γd and n
(l)
d is the primal
DoF on domain interface I(l)d , with
(R(l)d )TR
(l)
d =
 0 0
0 In
(l)
d
×n(l)
d
 , (3.88)
where In
(l)
d
×n(l)
d is an identity matrix. The block entries of K(d)D then becomes
K(d)lm = sgnd(l)(D˜
(l)
d )TZ
(lm)
d D˜
(m)
d sgnd(m) ∀l,m = 1, 2, ..., Nd (3.89)
in which,
Z(lm)d = R
(l)
d Zd(R
(l)
d )T (3.90)
and
D˜(l)d = R
(l)
d D
(l)
d (3.91)
The computation of block entries K(d)lm can be performed using efficient Level 3
BLAS operations, which requires Zd computation first. The Zd matrix can be com-
puted using tree-based selective inversion method or Schur-complement approach
available in standard sparse direct solvers such as MUMPS [20, 79]). MUMPS 5.0.2
is used in this work to compare the computation time of Zd matrix using tree-based
selective inversion method and Schur-complement approach with the proposed Taka-
hashi based block-wise recursive algorithm. A problem set of progressively larger
dielectric spheres of diameter 2λ – 5λ, are considered for this comparison. The par-
titioning, volumetric primal DoF, and surfacial primal DoF of dielectric spheres are
presented in 2D Table 3.1 (a). The Zd computation time for the three methods are
compared in Table 3.1 (b). The comparison shows that Schur-complement approach
performs better for smaller domains while the proposed takahashi based recursive
algorithm is about 40% – 50% faster than the other two methods for larger spheres.
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Table 3.1. Comparisons of DtN mapping computation using proposed takahashi-
based, selective inversion tree-based, and Schur-complement methods for progressively
larger dielectric spheres of diameter 2λ – 5λ. (a) Geometrical statistics of the prob-
lems; (b) Computational statistics of Zd calculations. Schur-complement is the fastest
for smaller domains, while the proposed takahashi based recursive algorithm is about
40% – 50% faster than the other two methods for larger spheres.
(a)
Geometrical Statistics
Problem Decomp. # Vol. Primal DoF in Ad # Surf. Dual DoF in Ad
(# domains) Avg. Min. Max. Total Avg. Min. Max. Total
Sphere 2λ 6×6×6 (216) 1.4k 388 6.1k 306k 132 176 1.3k 42k
Sphere 3λ 6×6×6 (216) 3.3k 1.5k 13.7k 708k 334 264 1.8k 72k
Sphere 4λ 5×5×5 (125) 9.8k 5k 44k 1.2M 656 504 3.9k 82k
Sphere 5λ 6×6×6 (216) 10.8k 5.4k 41k 2.3M 795 504 5k 172k
(b)
Computational Statistics
Selective inversion Schur-complement Proposed
Problem Fact Inv Total Partial SFact SInv Total Fact Inv Total
[sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec]
Sphere 2λ 14 108 122 39 7 30 76 60 24 84
Sphere 3λ 46 459 505 169 34 156 359 275 88 363
Sphere 4λ 133 1.9k 2k 754 151 759 1.6k 865 332 1.2k
Sphere 5λ 290 5.7k 6k 1.8k 555 2.8k 5.2k 2.3k 1.2k 3.5k
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Considering the special reordering (3.75) used to partition the matrix Ad, we
can choose different schemes to reorder the volumetric primal block AIId and surfacial
primal block AΓΓd . METIS 5.1.0 [17], Approximate Minimum Degree (AMD) [16], and
SCOTCH 5.1.11 [18] are applied to AIId and AΓΓd blocks of the partitioned matrix Ad
to find the permutation matrix P, in (3.75). The Ad factorization time for all eight
combination of reordering techniques are compared for the set of dielectric sphere
problems in Table 3.2. ‘MET’ and ‘SCH’ denote METIS 5.1.0 and SCOTCH 5.1,
respectively. In each pair of combination (e.g. MET-SCH) the first method (e.g.
MET) is applied to AIId while the second one (e.g. SCH) is applied to AΓΓd . The
fastest two combination are denoted in bold face. Comparison of the results shows
that the Scotch is the best for reordering both inner and surface blocks of the matrix
Ad.
Table 3.2. Comparisons of Ad factorization time using different reordering tech-
niques METIS 5.1.0, AMD, and SCOTCH 5.1.11 applied to AIId and AΓΓd blocks to
reduce the fill-ins of Ad. Scotch is shown to be the best option for both inner and
surface reordering blocks of Ad.
Problem MET-MET MET-AMD AMD-AMD SCH-SCH SCH-MET MET-SCH SCH-AMD AMD-SCH
Sphere 2λ 59.4 60 68.8 59.7 61.8 62.2 60.5 17.8
Sphere 4λ 985 898 1,325 865 885 919 869 1,349
Sphere 5λ 2,407 2,415 3,526 2,341 2,372 2,468 2,345 3,564
After computing the domain matrices K(d)D for all domains, the next step is to as-
semble them into the reduced D3Mmatrix K using (3.49). This results in a symmetric
blocked sparse sparse. The reordering of this block-wise sparse matrix is discussed in
the next section.
3.10 Symbolic Factorization
DD-FEM formulation discussed in previous sections, reduces the large voumetric
sparse FEM matrix into a much smaller auxiliary symmetric blocked sparse matrix
on domain interfaces, called ‘reduced matrix K. Replacing each block in the reduced
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matrix by a single entry, it leads to the ‘clique matrix’, a very lightweight symmetric
sparse matrix. Applying fill-in reducing reordering, e.g. METIS or SCOTCH, to the
very lightweight clique matrix and performing the symbolic factorization would be
super fast. For example, the sparsity patterns of FEM matrix, assembled reduced
matrix, clique matrix, and symbolic factorized clique L are shown in Fig. 3.9 for
a 2D decomposed 5×5 air box problem with about 30k primal unknowns, 600 dual
unknowns and 40 interfaces. The symbolic factorization in the proposed D3M is
performed on a matrix one order of magnitude smaller than the conventional FEM
matrix.
The reduced D3M matrix K is symmetric blocked sparse, but indefinite. This
matrix is permuted block-wise, based on the reordering of the clique matrix. It is
then factorized using a special block version of Bunch-Kaufmann LDLT [14] with
restricted pivoting, discussed in the next sub-section.
3.11 Sparse Block LDLT Factorization
The reduced system of equations (3.48), defined on domain interfaces, reads as
Kλ = f , (3.92)
where the reduced matrix K is symmetric block-wise sparse but indefinite. Each
block in K acts as a large enough Super-Node (SN) of typical order SN > 200, such
that D3M consistently operates at the maximum performance region of Level 3 BLAS.
This significant advantage of the proposed D3M, compared to multifrontal/supernodal
methods (usually with SN < 100), is due to the reduction of the volumetric sparse
FEM problem into the auxiliary problem defined on the domain interfaces, where
dual DoFs of each interface correspond to a supernode. For example, the probability
distribution of the supernodes for the proposed D3M and MUMPS 5.0.2 are plotted
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Figure 3.9. Proposed DD-FEM formulation reduces the large conventional FEM
matrix into a small symmetric blocked sparse matrix, K. Denoting each block in
K as an enrty, it leads to the very lightweight clique matrix. Super fast reordering
and symbolic factorization of the clique matrix may be performed using METIS,
SCOTCH, or AMD.
in Fig. 3.10 for a 2D decomposed 3λ× 3λ PEC plate scattering with 25 domains. As
demonstrated in the plots, D3M consistently operates in the high-performance region
of Level 3 BLAS.
Since K in (3.92) is a block-wise sparse matrix, we have modified the Bunch-
Kaufman LDLT factorization [14] to its block form.
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supernodes for the proposed D3M and MUMPS 5.0.2 in a 2D decomposed 3λ×3λ PEC
plate scattering with 25 domains. D3M consistently operates in the high-performance
region of Level 3 BLAS.
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A = PLDLTPT , (3.93)
where L is block-wise sparse lower triangular, D is block diagonal, and P is in general
block-wise sparse
L =

L11
L21 L22
L31 L33
... ... ... . . .
LNI2 LNI3 · · · LNI ,NI

(3.94)
D =

D11
D22
. . .
DNI ,NI

(3.95)
P =

P11 P12 P13 · · ·
P21 P22 · · · P2NI
P31 P33 · · · P3NI
... ... ... . . . ...
PNI2 PNI3 · · · PNI ,NI

(3.96)
where NI is the total number of interfaces. This from of block Bunch-Kaufman
factorization requires permutation operations across different blocks that slow-down
FLOPS due to the intensive data transferring. Since our blocks are rather large, we
restrict pivoting within blocks, i.e. P is block diagonal, hopefully without adverse
effects on growth factor of L and thus the overall stability. This leads to
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(1, 1) : (P11L11)D11(P11L11)T=K11 ⇒ LDLT factorize K11
(2, 1) : (P22L21)D11(P11L11)T=K21 ⇒ tri solve L11XT21 =(K21P11)T ,
for X21 =P22L21D11
... ... ...
(i, 1) : (PiiLi1)D11(P11L11)T=Ki1 ⇒ tri solve L11XTi1 =(Ki1P11)T ,
∀i > 1|Ki1 6= 0 for Xi1 =PiiLi1D11
... ... ...
(2, 2) :
2∑
k=1
(P22L2k)Dkk(P22L2k)T=K22 ⇒update K22 ← K22−X21(X21D−111 )T&
LDLT factorize K22
... ... ...
(i, 2) :
2∑
k=1
(PiiLik)Dkk(P22L2k)T=Ki2 ⇒update Ki2 ← Ki2−Xi1(X21D−111 )T&
∀i > 2|Ki2 6= 0 tri solve L22XTi2 =(Ki2P22)T ,
for Xi2 =PiiLi2D22
... ... ...
(3.97)
and in general for each diagonal block Kjj, it leads to
(j, j) :
j∑
k = 1
Kjk 6=0
(PjjLjk)Dkk(PjjLjk)T=Kjj ⇒update Kjj ← Kjj −
j∑
k = 1
Kjk 6=0
Xjk(XjkD−1kk )T&
LDLT factorize Kjj
(3.98)
while for each non-zero off-diagonal block Kij 6= 0, i > j, it results in
(i, j) :
j∑
k = 1
Kjk 6=0
(PiiLik)Dkk(PjjLjk)T=Kij ⇒ update Kij ← Kij −
j∑
k = 1
Kjk 6=0
Xik(XjkD−1kk )T&
triSolve LjjXTij=(KijPjj)T, for Xij=PiiLijDjj
(3.99)
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This left-looking sparse block LDLT factorization is presented in Algorithm 3,
which consists of two type of subtasks:
1. cmod(j,k). Modification of non-zero column blocks Kij by block Xik, i.e. dense
update,
2. cdiv(j). Division of non-zero column blocks Kij by block Ljj, i.e. dense trian-
gular solve.
The number of non-zero entries (nnz) of the symbolic factorized clique matrix and
the block LDLT factorization (dual factorization) time of the reduced matrix K in
D3M using different reordering methods for progressively larger dielectric spheres of
diameter 2λ – 4λ are compared with the factorization time of the FEM matrix using
MUMPS 5.0.2 with reordering methods SCOTCH 11.1 and METIS 5.1.0 in Table
3.3(a). The comparison shows that METIS 5.1.0 consistently performs better in both
cases, hence METIS is chosen as the reordering method for MUMPS 5.0.2 and for
the clique matrix in D3M in the rest of the simulations in this paper.
Computation of DtN map Zd including primal factorization and primal inversion,
calculation of domain element matrices K(d)D , assembly and factorization of the re-
duced matrix K, aka dual factorization, are the main steps of the DDM problem
factorization. The time break down of these steps are presented in Table 3.3(b) for
progressively larger dielectric spheres of diameter 2λ – 5λ. Dual factorization is the
most time-consuming step of the proposed D3M, while the peak memory usage oc-
curs in this step as well. The overall factorization time and factorization memory of
the proposed D3M are compared with that of MUMPS 5.0.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 and
PARDISO-MKL 11.1 in Table 3.3(c). The proposed D3M required 1.3× – 2.3× less
memory than MUMPS 5.0.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 and PARDISO-MKL 11.1 while it is
only 15% – 85% slower than state-of-the-art direct sparse solvers. Note that MUMPS
and PARDISO failed to factorize the largest sphere due to memory limitation.
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Algorithm 3 Sparse Block LDLT factorization
Block Factorization
for j = 1→ NI do
for ∀k|Kjk 6= 0 do
Compute work variable Wjk = XjkD−1kk
for ∀i ≥ j|Kik 6= 0 do
Dense update Kij ← Kij−XikWTjk

cmod(j,k)
end for
end for
Dense LDLT factorize Kjj
for ∀i ≥ j|Kij 6= 0 do
Dense Triangular solve LjjXTij=KTij,

cdiv(j)
for Xij=PiiLijDjj
end for
end for
Block Forward-Backward Substitution
for j = 1→ NI do
Dense Triangular solve KjjYj=Bj
Compute Bj = D−1jj Yj

forward
eliminationfor ∀i > j|Kij 6= 0 do
Dense update Bi ← Bi−KijBj
end for
end for
for i = NI → 1 do
Dense Triangular solve KiiYi=Bi
for ∀k < i|Kik 6= 0 do
Compute work variable Wik = KikD−1kk

bwd
subs.Dense update Bk ← Bk−WikBi
end for
end for
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Table 3.3. (a) Comparisons of the number of non-zero entries (nnz) of the symbolic
factorized clique matrix and the block LDLT factorization (dual factorization) time
of the reduced matrix K with MUMPS factorization time for the FEM matrix using
different reordering methods for progressively larger dielectric spheres of diameter 2λ
– 4λ; (b) Computational time of factorization main steps of the proposed D3M; (c)
Comparison of total factorization time and memory for the proposed D3M, MUMPS
5.0.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 and PARDISO-MKL 11.1.
(a)
Unknown Statistics
Primal Dual
Problem DoF DoF
Sphere 2λ 306,032 42,294
Sphere 3λ 708,916 72,232
Sphere 4λ 1,227,524 81,958
(b)
Reordering Comparison
Reduced Matrix K Factorization w/ MUMPS 5.0.2 w/
AMD SCOTCH METIS SCOTCH METIS
Problem nnz Time nnz Time nnz Time Time Time
[sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec]
Sphere 2λ 15,424 225 15,919 201 13,036 135 145 134
Sphere 3λ 15,424 1,037 15,919 1,005 13,036 706 936 861
Sphere 4λ 5,767 2,107 7,259 3,209 6,085 2,161 2,831 2,372
(c)
Time Break Down for D3M Factorization
DtN Computation Zd Reduced Matrix K Total
Primal Fact. Primal Inv. K(d)D Dual Fact. Factorization
Problem Time Time Computation Time Time
[sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec]
Sphere 2λ 59.7 24.5 8.9 135 228.1
Sphere 3λ 275 88 37.2 706 1,106.2
Sphere 4λ 865 332 60 2,107 3,364
Sphere 5λ 2,341 1,158 164 7,809 11,472
(d)
Overall Performance
Total Factorization Time Peak Factorization Memory
Proposed MUMPS PARDISO- Proposed MUMPS PARDISO-
Problem D3M w/ METIS MKL 11.1 D3M w/ METIS MKL 11.1
[sec] [sec] [sec] [MB] [MB] MB]
Sphere 2λ 228.1 134 125.6 1,601 2,685 2,103
Sphere 3λ 1,106.2 861 749 4,780 9,871 7,040
Sphere 4λ 3,364 2,372 2,971 8,773 19,818 16,781
Sphere 5λ 11,472 - - 24,985 - -
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In order to compute the dual unknowns λ in (3.48), we need to do block-wise
forward-backward substitution, given in Algorithm 3. Similarly, the block-wise forward-
backward substitution consists of two type of subtasks: Dense update and dense tri-
angular solve, very suitable for Level 3 BLAS. Finding the dual unknowns on the
interfaces, we can recover the primal unknowns of desired domains, discussed in the
next section.
3.12 Primal Recovery
The first linear equation in (3.42) leads to
Ae˜ + Dλ = f (3.100)
Solving for e˜=
[˜
e1 e˜2 ... e˜N
]T
, we find the primal unknowns in each domain d as
e˜d = A−1d
Nd∑
l=1
sgn(d)(l)D(l)λ(l) + A−1d fd ∀d = 1, 2, ..., N (3.101)
where Nd is the number of interfaces for domain d. It can be expressed as
e˜d = A−1d
Nd∑
l=1
sgn(d)(l)D(l)λ(l) + fd
 ∀d = 1, 2, ..., N (3.102)
The steps of primal recovery computation are dual forward-backward substitution
to find λ(l), matrix-matrix multiplication of D(l)λ(l), and primal forward-backward
substitution. The last step requires the factors of Ad, which are written on disk during
DtN computation. This domain-wise volumetric electric field recovery proviedes the
advantage of being computed for any arbitrary subset of domains. The desired subset
of domains in scattering problems are the outer domains that have outer boundary
∂Ωd and contribute to the scattered fields. For radiation problems, the desired subset
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of domains could be those that have the specific ports we are interested in computing
the scattering parameters. For example, the time break down of main steps of the
primal recovery for progressively larger dielectric spheres of diameter 2λ – 5λ are
presented in Table 3.4(a) and (b) with 100 RHS and 200 RHS, respectively. Note
that multiple RHS/angle in this scattering problem is meaningless due to symmetry,
it is for computational purposes only. The ‘full recovery’ means that the electric field
is recovered for all the domains, while ‘partial recovery’ means that the electric field is
recovered for outer domains only. The proposed D3M is very competitive in solution
time with multiple RHS for full reocovey and even it becomes faster than MUMPS
5.0.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 and PARDISO-MKL 11.1 for partial recovery with 200 RHS.
PARDISO-MKL 11.1 failed to solve sphere 4λ with ‘File Size Limit’ error. In this
problem, partial recovery leads to 20% – 25% time saving compared to full recovery
in D3M solution.
3.13 Special Case: Finite Periodic Structure
Modern communication and radar systems rely on large finite antenna arrays,
frequency selective surfaces (FSS), and periodic engineered materials. The design
of those structures often requires the full-wave solution of Maxwell’s equations with
many million degrees of freedom. Parallel iterative solvers based on domain decompo-
sition methods [54] have shown extraordinary ability to tackle such “almost periodic”
problems by leveraging geometry repetitions and symmetries. However, they may
experience convergence difficulties for near-resonance or multi-scale problems and
significant slow-down at multiple excitation scenarios required for the full radiation
or scattering characterization of such structures.
In this section, we employ the proposed D3M framework to analyze large finite
arrays. D3M forms a small blocked sparse matrix of auxiliary unknowns defined on
the domain interfaces. Then, uses a special block LDLT with restricted pivoting for
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Table 3.4. Computational statistics for solution of progressively larger dielectric
spheres of diameter 2λ – 5λ FEM problems. Computational time of the solution
main steps of the proposed D3M are presented and overall time is compared with
that of MUMPS 5.0.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 and PARDISO-MKL 11.1. (a) For 100 RHS;
(b) For 200 RHS.
(a)
Time Break Down for D3M Solution - 100 RHS
D3M Solution MUMPS PARDISO
Full Recovery Partial Recovery w/METIS MKL 11.1
Dual Read Primal Total Primal Total
Problem Solve Time Solve Time Solve Time Time Time
[sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec]
Sphere 2λ 18.1 4.4 25.1 47.6 15.6 38.1 28.1 35.5
Sphere 3λ 53.2 13 64.6 130.8 43.4 109.6 95.5 107
Sphere 4λ 100 31 130.8 261.8 88 219 190 245
Sphere 5λ 277 71 349 697 233 581 - -
(b)
Time Break Down for D3M Solution - 200 RHS
D3M Solution MUMPS PARDISO
Full Recovery Partial Recovery w/METIS MKL 11.1
Dual Read Primal Total Primal Total Solution Solution
Problem Solve Time Solve Time Solve Time Time Time
[sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec] [sec]
Sphere 2λ 34.5 4.4 50 88.9 33.5 72.4 66.8 84.4
Sphere 3λ 100 13 129 242 86.4 199.4 217.8 261
Sphere 4λ 188 31 262 481 176 395 432 Failed
Sphere 5λ 519 71 893 1,483 598 1,188 - -
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Figure 3.11. Extra step of symmetry identification in the proposed D3M framework
in modeling of large finite antenna arrays and frequency selective surfaces (FSS).
efficient factorization. Repetition of domains in an array leads to repetition of blocks
in the blocked sparse matrix. Considering these repetitions during reduced matrix
assembly, one can achieve significant saving on time and memory. The scope of this
section is shown in Fig. 3.11.
3.13.1 Geometrical Symmetries
Finite antenna arrays can be modeled by block tiling of the unit cell of the array,
surrounded by an airbox area to allow for simulation of the edge effect. A typical
5×5 monopole antenna array is shown in Fig. 3.12. There are three unique blocks in
this structure. The unit cell is denoted as ‘Block1’, while two unique airbox blocks for
edges (Block2) and corners (Block3) are required, because they have different number
of interfaces. The other domains can be instantiated by translating/mirroring of these
unique blocks (see Algorithm 4).
Assembly of the reduced matrix involves computation of Dirichlet-to-Neumann
map (see Sec. 3.9). Since DtNMap (Z-matrix) stays invariant upon translation/mirroring,
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Corner Airbox Edge AirboxArray Element
Block 1 Block 2Block 3
Figure 3.12. Block tiling of 5×5 monopole antenna array with three unique blocks:
array element (unit cell), edge airbox, and corner airbox.
Algorithm 4 Block tiling of three unique blocks to model the finite monopole antenna
array
Block Tiling
for i = 1→ nd do
if isElement(i) then
domaini = block1.translate(xi, yi)
end if
if isEdge(i) then
domaini = block2.translate(xi, yi)
end if
if isCrossEdge(i) then
domaini = block2.mirror(planei)
end if
if isCorner(i) then
domaini = block3.mirror(planei)
end if
end for
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we can compute the Z-matrix only for the unique blocks corresponding to ‘master’
domains. However, domains may have different signs, as discussed in Sec. 3.6, which
leads to small changes in the regularized FEM matrix compared to that of master
domain. An approximate method is used to compute the inverse of the perturbed
regularized FEM matrix.
3.13.2 Inverse Approximation on the Domain Surfaces
Woodbury matrix identity [80] can be efficiently used to apply changes of domain
“sign” in DtN map, i.e. inversion on domain surface.
(
A + IN×nTIn×N
)−1
= A−1−A−1IN×n
(
T−1 + In×NA−1IN×n
)−1
In×NA−1 (3.103)
where A is the reference matrix, T is the perturbation matrix, N is the size of matrix
A, n is the size of the matrix T, In×N and IN×n are the identity maps.
If we take
A = AFEMblock +
NmasterI∑
j=1
sgn(master)(j)αTj (3.104)
then for each domain i we have:
A−1i =
(
A + IN×nciTciInci×N
)−1
= A−1 −A−1IN×nci
(
T−1ci + Zci
)−1
Inci×NA−1
(3.105)
where Zci = Z|Γci = IncixNA−1INxnci , Γci is the surface where there is a change in
sign compared to ’master’ domain. Then, Z-matrix can be approximately computed
as:
Zi = A−1i |Γsi = Zsi − Zsici
(
T−1ci + Zci
)−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gi
Zcisi (3.106)
where Gi =
(
T−1ci + Zci
)−1
. Similarly, forward/backward subsitution can be com-
puted as follows.
A−1i f = A−1f −A−1IncixNG−1i INxncif (3.107)
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CHAPTER 4
SEQUENTIAL NUMERICAL RESULTS
The accuracy of the proposed method is verified by two sets of scattering and
radiation problems, and signal intergrity analysis of a real-world PCB model and
an IC package. Computational complexity of factorization time and memory of the
proposed D3M has been compared to that of state-of-the-art direct solvers MUMPS
5.0.2 [20] with MeTiS 5.1.0 reordering, and PARDISO-MKL 11.1 [81].
All runs in this paper, including those presented in previous sections, are per-
formed serially, using the hardware Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz, 2000KB Cache, 12 L2 Cache,
and 32 GB RAM. The software used in these simulations are Intel C++ v11.1 com-
piler with -O3, intel MKL v11.1 BLAS, and other numerical libraries. Note that all
the reported times are CPU Time.
MUMPS 5.0.2 runs, performed through the C interface, are initialized by execut-
ing job = −1 for complex double precision (ZMUMPS) general symmetric matrices
(sym = 2) in assembled format (ICNTL(5) = 0). It is followed by the analysis
phase (job = 1) with user-defined reordering (ICNTL(7) = 1) computed by AMD,
SCOTCH 11.1, or METIS 5.1.0, which is performed without column permutation
(ICNTL(6) = 0) and reordering constraints (ICNTL(12) = 1). Then, the numeri-
cal factorization is executed with job = 2, where the reported factorization memory is
found at INFO(22), as the effective memory used during factorization. The reported
factorization time for MUMPS includes the reordering, analysis phase, and numerical
factorization.
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The factorization memory reported for the proposed D3M is the actual peak mem-
ory usage found by command ‘top’ throughout all the steps of the proposed method.
The factorization time reported for the proposed D3M includes factorization time of
domain FEM matrices Ad, write time of these factors in disk, computation of DtN
map of domains Zd, computation of domain matrices K(d)D , computation of reduced
RHS B, and block LDLT factorization of the reduced matrix K. Forward/backward
substitution time for the proposed D3M includes block forward/backward substitu-
tion time of the reduced system K, read time of Ad factors from disk, and primal
unknown recovery for all domains.
4.1 Radiation of PUMA Arrays
Radiation of dual-polarized Planar Ultrawideband Modular Antenna (PUMA)
arrays in UHF band over the frequency range of 0.5 to 2.7 GHz [63] with increasing
array size is considered first. The unit cell of this in-house designed PUMA array,
shown in Fig. 4.1 (a), contains a printed dipole layer that is fed through vertical
stripline cards. The ever important PUMA capacitive via is realized using a standard,
off-the-shelf bolt. The 3D view and bottom view of the 4×4 PUMA array are shown
Fig. 4.1 (b) and (c). Note that the air box around the array is not shown. Array
sizes from 3×3 up to 10×10 are considered for simulation.
The proposed D3M could solve PUMA arrays of progressively larger size, up to
10×10, successfully, while state-of-the-art direct solvers MUMPS 5.0.2 w/ METIS
5.1.0 PARDISO-MKL 11.1 were only able to simulate arrays of size up to 5×5, due
to memory limitation. This implies that the proposed mehtod can be used to analyze
finite array successfully, which is an important step in verification of phased antenna
array designs.
The comparisons of the factorization memory and factorization time are shown in
Fig. 4.2 (a) and (b), respectively. Factorization memory is the peak memory usage
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(a) PUMA Array Unit Cell (b) PUMA Array 4x4 - Bottom View
(c) PUMA Array 4x4
Figure 4.1. The PUMA array unit cell along with the 3D view and bottom view of
the 4×4 PUMA array.
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through the whole execution of the solver. The factorization time reported for the
proposed approach includes all the steps of primal factorization, primal inversion, dual
factorization and dual solution. The proposed method uses at least 7× less memory
and surprisingly better run-time complexity than MUMPS 5.0.2 and PARDISO-MKL
11.1. Having better complexity, the proposed D3M becomes very competitive in run-
time for larger arrays.
Computation load of the reduced RHS B depends on the number of RHS. In
Fig. 4.2 (b), the black circle plot shows the factorization time without RHS compu-
ation, the pink cross depicts the factorizatiom time with single-RHS, while the green
cross displays the factorization with full S-parameter computation (up to 6×6 only).
The comparison of these three plots demonstrates that the computation load of the
reduced RHS B is a small fraction of the factorization time.
The comparisons of the forward/backward substitution time for single-RHS and
full-RHS are shown in Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b), respectively. The proposed D3M is
about 5× slower than MUMPS 5.0.2 and PARDISO-MKL11.1 for single-RHS, but it
is very comptitive for full-RHS, i.e. full S-parameter. This is because of using BLAS3
operation during primal forward/backward substitution in the case of multiple RHS,
i.e. full S-parameter computation.
The comparisons of relative residual errors (‖Ax¯− f‖∞/‖f‖∞) are shown in Fig.
4.3 (c). The accuracy of the proposed D3M, which is the range of 10−10 is comparable
to that of MUMPS 5.0.2 and PARDISO-MKL 11.1, which shows that the proposed
approach is a numerically exact direct solver.
4.2 Scatterig of Dielectric Spheres
Next, the scattering of progressively larger dielectric spheres of diameter 2λ – 5λ
with r = 4 is analyzed. Although there is an analytical solution to this problem, it is
considered a complicated and hard problem for FEM solver. Because it grows in three
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Figure 4.2. Factorization memory (a) and time (b) comparison between the pro-
posed direct DD approach and state-of-the-art direct solvers on progressively larger
finite PUMA arrays. The proposed method uses at least 7× less memory and sur-
prisingly better run-time complexity than MUMPS 5.0.2 and PARDISO-MKL 11.1.
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of forward/backward substitution time for single-RHS (a)
and full-RHS (b) and relative residual error (c) between the proposed direct DD ap-
proach and state-of-the-art direct solvers on progressively larger finite PUMA arrays.
The proposed D3M is about 5× slower than MUMPS 5.0.2 and PARDISO-MKL11.1
for single-RHS, but it is very comptitive for full-RHS while performs as accurate as
MUMPS 5.0.2 and PARDISO-MKL 11.1
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dimensions by increasing the diameter. Spheres 2λ, 3λ and 5λ are decomposed into
216 domains while spheres 4λ is decomposed into 125 domains. The discreatization
of the mesh for these problems is λ0/4, where λ0 is the wavelength in free space. The
statistics of primal and dual unknowns for these progressively larger dielectric spheres
of diameters 2λ – 5λ are shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Primal and dual unknown statistics for progressively larger dielectric
spheres of diameters 2λ – 5λ.
Geometrical Statistics
Problem # Volumetric Primal DoF in Ad # Surface Dual DoF on interfaces
Avg. Min. Max. Total Avg. Min. Max. Total
Sphere 2λ 1,417 388 6,118 306,032 132 176 1,274 42,294
Sphere 3λ 3,282 1,468 13,690 708,916 334 264 1,830 72,232
Sphere 4λ 9,820 5,044 43,978 1,227,524 656 504 3,888 81,958
Sphere 5λ 10,807 2,552 40,960 2,334,414 795 504 4,976 171,808
Computational complexity of factorization memory and time for these problems
using the proposed D3M, intel MKL-PARDISO 11.1, and MUMPS 5.0.2 w/ METIS
5.1.0 are shown in Fig. 4.4 (a) and (b), respectively. The empirical complexity of
factorization memory for these 3D FEM problems is O(N1.4) for all solvers, which
is slightly better than asymptotic complexity of O(N1.5). The empirical complexity
of factorization time for these 3D FEM problems is O(N2) for all solvers, which is
the same as the asymptotic one. The proposed method uses 1.9× – 2.2× and 1.3× –
1.9× less memory than MUMPS 5.0.2 and PARDISO-MKL11.1, respectively; While
it is very competitive in factorization time.
In order to compare the memory performance of the proposed D3M with iterative
solvers, the memory used by the iterative solve in Ansys HFSS 18 [82] is plotted in
the pink circles in Fig. 4.4 (a). This plot shows that they are in the same range.
Note that this iterative solver did not converge.
The computation time of the reduced RHS in the reduced (auxiliary) equations is
also considered in the reported factorization time of the proposed method. This com-
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Figure 4.4. Factorization memory (a) and time (b) comparison between the pro-
posed direct DD approach and state-of-the-art direct solvers on progressively larger
dielectric spheres. The proposed method uses 1.9× – 2.2× and 1.3× – 1.9× less
memory than MUMPS 5.0.2 and PARDISO-MKL11.1, respectively; While it is very
competitive in factorization time.
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putation time depends on the number of RHS. In order to study this effect, different
scenarios are plotted in Fig. 4.4 (b). The black circle plot shows the factorization
time without RHS compuation, the green cross depicts the factorizatiom time with
100 RHS, while the pink cross displays the factorization with 200 RHS. The compar-
ison of these three plots demonstrates that the number of RHS has very small effect
on the factorization time.
The comparisons of the forward/backward substitution time for 100 RHS/angle
and 200 RHS/angle are shown in Fig. 4.5 (a) and (b), respectively. Because of the
symmetry, the scattering of dielectric spheres would be the same for different incident
angle. This analysis is for computational purposes only. The proposed method is very
competitive in forward/backward substitution time for multi-RHS, because it employs
level 3 BLAS operations.
As shown in Fig. 4.5 (c), the proposed D3M is as accurate as MUMPS 5.0.2 and
PARDISO-MKL 11.1 for dielectric sphere problems. The relative residual errors are
in the range of 10−10 – 10−12, which shows that the proposed approach is numerically
exact.
4.3 Signal Integrity of a PCB Model
The signal integrity (SI) of a multi-layered printed circuit board (PCB), which is a
realistic, commerical-graded computational problem, is analyzed. This PCB, shown
in Fig. 4.6, measures 110mm × 70mm with about 5,000 vias placed between all
four different layers. The computational problem is partitioned in a two dimensional
structured decomposition with 40 domains discretized with a total number of 777,086
tetrahedrons, resulting in 4,187,306 second-order FEM unknowns and 58,463 dual
unknowns.
Fatorization memory and time of the FEM matrix using the proposed D3M,
MUMPS 5.0.2 w/ MeTiS 5.1.0, and PARDISO-MKL 11.1 are compared in Table
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of forward/backward substitution time for (a) 100
RHS/angle and (b) 200 RHS/angle between the proposed direct DD approach and
state-of-the-art direct solvers on progressively larger dielectric spheres. (c) Compari-
son of the corresponding relative residual error.
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Table 4.2. Computational statistics of the multi-layered PCB Model.
Method Factorization
Memory [GB]
Factorization
Time [sec]
Solution
Time [sec]
Proposed D3M 4.6 4,009 103
MUMPS 5.0.2 20.8 1,289 16
PARDISO-MKL 11.1 19.8 1,357 20.3
Port 1
Port 2
70mm
110mm
Figure 4.6. The computational geometry of the multi-layered printed circuit board.
4.2. The proposed D3M uses 4.3× – 4.5× less memory than state-of-the-art direct
solvers, while it is about 3× slower. It is a desirable memory-time tradeoff, since high
memory usage can be prohibitive. The forward/backward substitution time compared
in Table 4.2 shows that the proposed D3M is about 5× slower than state-of-the-art
direct solvers.
4.4 Signal Integrity of an IC Package
In this section, signal integrity of a partition of the EPEP 2006 IC Package bench-
mark by IBM [83, 84], as shown in Fig. 6.4, is considered. The IC Package is de-
composed geometrically nonconforming into 50 domains, depicted in Fig. 6.5. The
discretized model has a total number of 1,030,817 tetrahedrons, resulting in 5,627,764
second-order FEM unknowns and 83,262 dual unknowns.
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Figure 4.7. The computational geometry of the partition of IC Package (a) and side
view (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8. The geometrically nonconforming decomposition of the partition of the
multi-layered IC Package: (a) Front view (b) Back view.
Fatorization memory and time of the FEM matrix using the proposed D3M,
MUMPS 5.0.2 w/ MeTiS 5.1.0, and PARDISO-MKL 11.1 are compared in Table 4.3.
The proposed D3M uses about 3× less memory than state-of-the-art direct solvers,
while it is 2× – 2.5× slower. It is a desirable memory-time tradeoff, since high mem-
ory usage can be prohibitive. MUMPS 5.0.2 and PARDISO-MKL 11.1 failed to do
the forward/backward substitution, while the proposed D3M successfully recovered
the primal unknowns in 113 [sec].
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Table 4.3. Computational statistics of the multi-layered IC Package.
Method Factorization
Memory
[GB]
Factorization
Time [sec]
Solution
Time
[sec]
D3M 9.92 5,704 113
MUMPS 5.0.2 30.8 2,151 Failed
PARDISO 11.1 28.7 2,919 Failed
4.5 Discussion
This chapter presented an exact arithmetic, memory efficient direct solution method
for FEM computations. The proposed D3M leverages deep physical and numerical
insights by re-formulating the BVP and FEM assembling, in addition to the symbolic
and numeric factorization stages. Through a special sign assignment on the inter-
faces to define the Lagrange multipliers, either an artificial loss or gain is introduced
in each domain to eliminate the internal resonances. One set of Lagrange multipli-
ers has been utilized on the optimum separators to achieve an auxiliary symmetric
block-wise sparse matrix, which is assembled domain-wise from Dirichlet-to-Neumann
mappings. An efficient block-wise recursive algorithm based on Takahashi relation-
ship has been proposed to compute DtN mapping exploiting Level 3 BLAS, which
resulted in 50% – 90% time saving for multi-million unknown problems. The clique
matrix of the auxiliary reduced matrix is about one order of magnitude smaller than
the FEM matrix, which leads to super fast symbolic factorization. Since the reduced
matrix is indefnite, a block version of LDLT factorization with restricted partial piv-
oting is exploited. Comparisons with state-of-the-art exact direct solvers, MUMPS
5.0.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 and PARDISO-MKL 11.1, presented in this paper showed up
to 7× less memory for the proposed D3M while being competitive in run-time and
maintaining the same accuracy. It is believed that direct DD solver will have very
favorable parallel and GPU processing prospects.
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CHAPTER 5
PARALLEL D3M ALGORITHM
In this chapter, we focus on parallel implementation of D3M using Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) scheduling for asynchronous execution of the proposed algorithm. In
D3M, a sparse FEM matrix A is reduced into a symmetric block-wise sparse matrix
K via an “embarrassingly parallel” DDM-based step. The clique graph [62] of the
reduced matrix K is several orders of magnitude smaller than the original sparse
FEM matrix A, which makes it very desirable for DAG scheduling and out of order
execution. The special block LDLT to solve the blocked sparse reduced system K with
block directed acyclic graph (B-DAG) task scheduling, suggests very good parallel
performance. Another “embarrassingly parallel” step recovers primal unknowns and
computes possible scattering matrix S. The parallel version of the proposed approach
compared to conventional approach is conceptually shown in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Parallel version of the proposed approach with two embarrasingly par-
allel steps compared to conventional approach.
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5.1 DAG Scheduling Literatue Review
Recent advances in parallel dense direct solvers, have shifted from fork-join par-
allelism in LAPACK [85] for shared-memory and ScaLAPACK [86] for distributed-
memory architecture, toward parallel tiled implementations to leverage multi/many-
core architectures via fine granularity and asynchronicity [87, 88]. LAPACK and
ScaLAPACK only exploit parallelism at the BLAS level via multithreaded BLAS [89]
and PBLAS [90] libraries, respectively. By limiting the amount of bus traffic in
order to reuse data in the higher and faster level memories, LAPACK and ScaLA-
PACK employ Level-3 BLAS operations to provide high performance on memory hi-
erarchy systems. To achieve finer granularity and higher asynchronicity required for
multi/many-core systems, Buttari et al. [88] introduced tiled algorithms for Cholesky,
LU and QR factorizations, which led to PLASMA project [91]. These algorithms are
represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where nodes represent tasks and
edges represent dependencies among them. The task operations can be scheduled
asynchronously based on their dependency in order to exploit parallelism at a higher
level.
DAG scheduling approaches in dense direct solver may achieve highly efficient
asynchronous parallel execution. However, adaptation of such schemes to sparse ma-
trices is very hard and challenging; Because it has to deal with an enormous number
of highly irregular tasks. Despite this difficulty, researchers have tried to implement
efficient DAG-based sparse direct solvers. Hogg et al. [36] introduced a DAG-based
sparse cholseky factorzation for symmetric positive-definite linear systems, imple-
mented in HSL_MA87 solver. Lacoste et al. [37] presented a DAG-based scheduler
for sparse parallel direct solver PASTIX [38] to replace the highly optimized inter-
nal dynamic scheduler. The DAG-based shceduler, implemented for shared and dis-
tributed memory heterogeneous systems [39], achieved comparable results for small
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number of cores. However, it was slower than the original internal scheduler for larger
number of cores, due to the increasing overhead in the DAG scheduler.
5.2 Overview of D3M
In D3Mmethod, the computational model is first decomposed intoN non-overlapping
domain Ωi, i = 1, 2, ..., N . The volumetric problem is reduced into an auxiliary prob-
lem (λ) defined on domain interfaces using domain decomposition method. For each
domain Ωi, the non-singular FEM matrix Ai is factorized and inverted on its inter-
faces (DtN map computation), and dual domain matrices is computed. The reduced
system is computed as [59]
(
N∑
i=1
DTi (Ai)−1Di
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
K
λ =
N∑
i=1
DTi (Ai)−1fi (5.1)
where K is the blocked sparse reduced matrix factorized with restricted pivoting block
LDLT , Ai is the regularized non-singular FEM matrix, Di maps the primal space to
dual space, and fi is the excitation for each domain Ωi, i = 1, 2, ..., N .
The symmetric blocked sparse matrix K is efficiently factorized with a special
block LDLT with restricted pivoting, consisting of dense update (cmod) and desne
factorization and dense triangular solver (cdiv) steps. It is followed by dual forward-
backward substitution to compute auxiliary unknowns λ on domain interfaces. Fi-
nally, the primal unknowns in each domain can be independantly recovered. The
algorithm of D3M method is presented in Algorithm 5.
5.3 Task Definition
The D3M algorithm steps is decomposed into set of instructions called primitive
tasks (ptask), e.g. ‘dense update’ or ‘dense triangular solve’, using Foster’s design
methodology [92]. To increase data locality, ptasks are agglomerated into tasks that
share local memory. A dependence analysis of those tasks must be performed to de-
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Algorithm 5 Sequential D3M
Primal reduction
for i = 1→ N do
Sparse factorize regulated FEM matrix Ai
Compute DtN map (Zi) for domain Ωi
Generate dual domain matricesK(i)D and RHS
end for
Assemble the block-wise sparse reduced matrix K
Reorder the clique graph of K
Symbolic factorize the reordered clique graph
Dual Factorization
for j = 1→ NI do
for ∀k|Kjk 6= 0 do
for ∀i ≥ j|Kik 6= 0 do
Dense update Kij ← Kij−XikD−1kkXTjk

cmod(j,k)
end for
end for
Dense LDLT factorize Kjj
for ∀i ≥ j|Kij 6= 0 do
Dense Triangular solve LjjXTij=KTij,

cdiv(j)
for Xij=PiiLijDjj
end for
end for
Dual Forward-Backward Substitution
for j = 1→ NI do
Dense Triangular solve KjjYj=Bj
for ∀i > j|Kij 6= 0 do
Dense update Bi ← Bi−KijD−1jj Yj

forward
elim.end for
end for
for i = NI → 1 do
Dense Triangular solve KiiYi=Bi
for ∀k < i|Kik 6= 0 do
Dense update Bk ← Bk−KikD−1kkBi

backward
subs.end for
end for
Primal recovery
for i = 1→ N do
Compute primal unknowns for domain Ωi
end for
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termine the spatio/temporal distribution of tasks into cores. This is done by symbolic
simulation of the sequential D3M in Algorithm 5 to generate a block directed acyclic
graph (B-DAG), called task graph.
Algorithm 5 consists of five main steps: (1) Primal reduction, (2) Dual factoriza-
tion, (3) Dual forward substitution, (4) Dual backward substitution, and (5) Primal
recovery. First and last steps operate on domains, while the three middle steps op-
erate on non-zero blocks of the reduced matrix K. In the former, a domain Ωi is
represented by a task, while in the latter, a non-zero block in K represents a task. In
graph representation, nodes denote tasks while the edges between the nodes denote
the dependency between tasks.
The steps of the dependency analysis for the dual factorization of a four-domain
problem are demonstrated in Fig. 5.2. The decomposed four-domain problem has
five interfaces. Therefore, the corresponding reduced matrix is a 5×5 blocked sparse
matrix with 14 non-zero blocks. Hence, the task graph for the dual factorization part
of the Algorithm 5 has 14 nodes. The block LDLT factorization of the reduced matrix
is simulated column by column to create the task graph of the dual factorization step.
In this example, the communication of dual factorization step with primal reduction
step (to receive blocks of domain matrices KD) and dual forward substitution step
(to send L,D factors) is ignored. The simulation of the other steps are performed
similarly. In the next section, the assembly of the task graph for the whole algorithm
is discussed.
5.4 Task Graph
D3M task graph has five parts: the primal reduction, dual factorization, dual
forward substitution, dual backward substitution, and primal recovery. In primal
reduction a domain Ωi is represented by a ‘task’ responsible for sparse factorization of
the regularized FEM matrix, the inversion on its interfaces (DtN map computation),
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Figure 5.2. The simulation of dual factorization step for a four-domain problem
with five interfaces. The block LDLT factorization of the reduced matrix is simulated
column by column to create the task graph of the dual factorization step.
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and generation of dual domain matrices. In the dual factorization step each non-
zero block of the dual matrix is represented by a ‘task’ responsible for possible dense
update, dense triangular solver, and dense factorization to compute the corresponding
block factor. In dual forward/backward substitution step each non-zero block of the
factorized dual matrix is represented by a ‘task’ responsible for possible dense update,
dense triangular solver to compute the solution. Finally in the primal recovery part
each domain Ωi is again represented by a ‘task’ responsible for recovery of the primal
unknowns and possible computation of scattering matrix S or far-field.
5.4.1 Computation Costs Estimation
The weights of the B-DAG graph nodes associated with the primal tasks are
estimated using K-nearest neighbor method with hyper-parameter k = 20. The
weights for dual tasks are estimated using benchmarked level 3 BLAS operations:
Matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM), dense factorization (sytrf), and triSolve for
different matrix dimensions, as shown in Fig. 5.3.
The computation cost w(ni) of node ni in task graph computed as follows:
1. Primal reduction: w(ni) = wfact.(Ωi) + winv.(Ωi) + wK(i)D (Ωi) + wredRHS(Ωi)
where Ωi is the corresponding domain of the graph node ni, wfact.(Ωi) is the
factorization time of regulated FEM matrix for domain Ωi, winv.(Ωi) is the se-
lective inversion on the interfaces of domain Ωi, wK(i)D (Ωi) is the time to compute
the domain matrix K(i)D , and wredRHS(Ωi) is the time to compute the reduced
RHS on the interfaces of domain Ωi.
2. Dual factorization:
w(ni) =

N imult∑
j=1
(
wgemm(n(j)L , n
(j)
X )
)
+ wsytrf (ni) Diagonal block task
N imult∑
j=1
(
wgemm(n(j)L , n
(j)
X )
)
+ wtriSolve(nd, ni) Off-diagonal block task
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Figure 5.3. Benchmarked level 3 BLAS operations for different matrix dimensions:
(a) Matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM); (b) Dense factorization (sytrf); (c) tri-
Solve.
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where wgemm(n(j)L , n
(j)
X ) is the time to compute dense update from updating
nodes n(j)L and node n
(j)
X for each update j = 1, 2, . . . , N imult. wsytrf (ni) is the
dense factorization time of diagonal blocks, and wtriSolve(nd, ni) is the triangular
solve time for node ni from node nd of a diagonal block.
3. Dual forward substitution: w(ni) =
N imult∑
j=1
(
wgemm(n(j)L , n
(j)
Y )
)
+ wtriSolve(nd, ni)
where wgemm(n(j)L , n
(j)
Y ) is the time to compute dense update from updating
nodes n(j)L and node n
(j)
Y for each update j = 1, 2, . . . , N imult. wtriSolve(nd, ni) is
the triangular solve time for node ni from node nd of a diagonal block.
4. Dual backward substitution: w(ni) =
N imult∑
j=1
(
wgemm(n(j)L , n
(j)
Y )
)
+wtriSolve(nd, ni)
where wgemm(n(j)L , n
(j)
Y ) is the time to compute dense update from updating
nodes n(j)L and node n
(j)
Y for each update j = 1, 2, . . . , N imult. wtriSolve(nd, ni) is
the triangular solve time for node ni from node nd of a diagonal block.
5. Primal recovery: w(ni) =
N imult∑
j=1
(
wMxM(n(j)D , n
(j)
λ )
)
+ wsolve(Ωd(ni))
where Ωd(ni) is the corresponding domain of the graph node ni, wMxM(n
(j)
D , n
(j)
λ )
is the Matrix-Matrix multiplication time of sparse matrix D and dense matrix
λ. λ is the dual solution for multiple RHSs. wsolve(Ωd(ni)) is the primal solution
time of domain Ωd(ni).
Total number of tasks is then 2N+3nnzK , where N is the number of domains and
nnzK is the non-zero block number of the reduced matrix K. Each domain appears
twice in the task graph, once at the beginning for the primal reduction and once at
the end for the primal recovery. Each non-zero block in K appears three times in the
task graph, once in the dual factorization, once in the dual forward substitution, and
once in the dual backward substitution.
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5.4.2 Communication Costs Estimation
The weights of the B-DAG graph edges, which represent communication cost be-
tween tasks, are estimated using interpolation of the benchmark created for two-sided
MPI send/receive functions. MPI has implemented eager and rendezvous Protocols
for two-sided communications.
In the eager protocol, the sender assumes that the receiver has enough buffer to
store the message; this leads to immediate transfer without any “handshaking”. This
protocol provides minimal startup overhead and low latency for small messages. For
larger messages the assumption of receiver having enough memory space does not hold
anymore. Therefore, some kind of handshaking needs to be implemented between the
two processes. This protocol is called rendezvous, which is less efficient than eager
protocol.
The benchmark of two-sided communication is performed on a NUMA node of
the cluster we have used to execute our parallel algorithm (See Chapter 5). The com-
munication bandwidth for different message sizes is plotted in Fig. 5.4, which shows
that eager protocol is more efficient for small messages. However, rendezvous proto-
col performs as good as eager protocol for very large messages, where the overhead is
very small compared to the message size.
Note that this experiment is performed between two processes on a NUMA node,
which does not involve any network connection. We also performed benchmarking
the inter-node communication that occur over the InfinitiBand network connecting
cluster nodes. Since this cluster is a shared resource, we didn’t have control over
the network traffic; which led to very different behaviour in different runs. Luckily,
our algorithm is computation-intense, where the communication costs is usually small
compared to computation costs. Therefore, the performance is robust to changes from
communication model. In practice, we could employ this intra-node communication
model successfuly to perform fully distributed execution of the proposed approach.
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Figure 5.4. The bandwidth of two-sided MPI communication for different message
sizes. Eager and rendezvous protocols are shown in the plot.
5.4.3 Sparse Matrix Representation
This B-DAG can be represented by a sparse matrix, where the diagonal entries
are the computation and the off-diagonal entries are data movement (possible com-
munications). An example is shown in Fig. 5.5. Primal tasks are shown in green.
The blocks of the computed domain matrices K(i)D are sent to dual factorization tasks,
shown in red. The blocks of the reduced RHSs are sent to dual forward substitution
tasks, shown in dark blue. The L and D factors computed in dual factorization tasks
are then sent to dual forward and backward substitution tasks. Dual backward tasks,
shown in light blue, compute the dual solutions and send them to the primal recovery
tasks, which are in black. Finally, the primal solutions are recovered in each domain
of the primal recovery tasks.
This procedure is shown in Fig. 5.6 using task graph representation. Each edge
represents a data movement (possible communication). The corresponding nodes of
the first and fourth column-blocks in the reduced matrix during dual factorization
and dual forward substitution are shown on the graph in Fig. 5.6(c), respectively.
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Figure 5.5. The task grpah for the four-domain problem in Fig. 5.2, including all
the steps of the proposed D3M algorithm. Primal tasks, shown in green, send domain
matrices to dual factorization tasks, shown in red and reduced RHSs to dual forward
substitution tasks, shown in dark blue. The L and D factors are sent to dual forward
and backward substitution tasks, shown in dark and light blue, respectively. Dual
solutions are sent to the primal recovery tasks, which are in black.
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Figure 5.6. Overview of the proposed parallel methodology. (a) Cross-section of a
sample four-domain problem; (b) The sparsity of the reduced matrix K; (c) The task
graph; (d) The sparse matrix representation.
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5.5 Task Scheduling
Tasks in the DAG are scheduled to the processors statically, based on the algorithm
proposed in [93]. Let’s first define several attributes used in this algorithm. The
bottom level bl(ni) of a node ni is the the longest path from ni (including ni) to an
exit node,
bl(ni) = w(ni) + max
nj∈children(ni)
(c(eij) + bl(nj)) (5.2)
which is computed using Algorithm 6, recursively.
Algorithm 6 Bottom Level of the Block Task Graph
Input:
Block Task Graph(DAG)
Output:
bl(ni):bottom level for each task ni
CPlength:Critical path length
Create a list of tasks, Trev, in reversed topological order;
for each ni ∈ Trev do
max← 0;
nblchild(ni)← NULL;
for each nj ∈ child(ni) do
if c(eij) + bl(nj) > max then
max← c(eij) + bl(nj);
nblchild(ni)← nj;
end if
bl(nj)← w(ni) +max
end for
end for
The longest path in a DAG is the critical path (CPlength), which is an important
structure in the DAG. As late as possible start time of a node is called ALAP and
computed as
alap(ni) = CPlength − bl(ni) (5.3)
Tasks are then sorted increasingly based on their alap attribute. Source tasks,
which corresponds to the nodes without parents, are schduled first to the processors.
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Then, free tasks are scheduled to processor such that the start time, aka earliest start
time, is minimized:
Start T ime = min
Pi
(dat(ni, P ), ft(ni, P )) (5.4)
where dat denotes the possible data available time, and ft denotes the finish time of
node ni on processor P . The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 Scheduling of the Block Task Graph
Earliest Start Time Task Scheduling
Input:
Block Task Graph(DAG)
Output:
proc(ni): The processor accomodating task ni
st(ni, P ): The start time of task ni on target processor P
Definitions:
stmin: The minimum possible start time
Pmin: The processor with minimum start time
dat(ni, P ): The possible data available time of task ni on taget processor P
ft(ni, P ): The finish time of task ni on taget processor P
Calculate the bottom level of each task and the critical path length (Algorithm
above).
Calculate the ALAP level of each task.
Sort ALAP level to create the priority list (PL).
for each free task ni ∈ PL do
stmin ←∞;  Initialize the min start time of task ni
Pmin ← NULL;  Initialize the processor with minimum
start time
for each P ∈ PS do
if stmin > max{dat(ni, P ), ft(ni, P )} then
stmin = max{dat(ni, P ), ft(ni, P )};  Search for stmin for ni
in the parallel system PS
Pmin ← P ;
end if
end for
end for
st(ni, P ) ← stmin;  Assign the estimated start time of task
ni
proc(ni)← Pmin;  Assign task ni to the processor Pmin
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5.6 Pruning of Task Graph
After task scheduling is completed, the tasks are chronologically sorted based
on their estimated start time. For example, the sorted task graph for the above-
mentioned four domain example is shown in Fig. 5.7 (a). As mentioned earlier,
each off-diagonal entry in the task graph represents a data movement. If both com-
municating tasks of each data movement are scheduled on the same processors, the
off-diagonal entry is removed to create pruned task graph shown in Fig. 5.7 (b). This
is the first level of pruning.
Descendants of each task ni that depend on their ancestor’s dense matrix block
and are scheduled on the same processor P , create a task set called DescPni :
DescPni = {tj | tj depends on task ni and scheduled on processor P } (5.5)
Since all the tasks tj in DescPni reside on the same processor, it is enough to receive
the dense matrix block ni once; But it is not memory efficient to keep the dense matrix
in processor P until all tasks in DescPni are performed. Considering the sorted tasks,
the distance dj is defined as the start time difference between task tj and tj+1:
dj = st(tj+1, P )− st(tj, P ) (5.6)
If the distance dj is greater than a tuning threshold, called “rebirth criterion” (rc),
the dense matrix block ni will be erased from the processor after execution of task tj
and will be re-transmitted on task tj+1. The task tj is called a “death” node and task
tj+1 is called a “re-birth” node for dense matrix block ni. If dj < rc, the received
block is kept in memory. This concept introduces useful “Birth Graph” and “Death
Graph” for communication management. For example, birth and death graphs for
the four domain problem are shown in Fig. 5.8 (a) and (b), respectively.
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Figure 5.7. (a) Sorted task graph: The scheduled tasks are sorted chronologically
based on their estimated start time for the four-domain problem in Fig. 5.6. Data
movements that occur within the same processor, are removed to create the pruned
task graph; (b) Pruned task graph: If the distance dj are less than rebirth criterion
(rc), the received block is kept in memory; Otherwise it is released at task tj and
re-transmitted at task tj+1.
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5.7 Message Progression
In distributed architectures, message progression schemes enable communication
and computation overlap to improve the parallel performance. Two options to realize
computation-communicatio overlap are manual progression and progress thread or
core [94]. A common assumption is that communications are just progressed in the
background without user intervention. However, this may not always be true. An easy
way to progress messages in MPI is to call MPI_Test periodically on the ongoing
communication requests. In manual progression, computation is interrupted to call
MPI_Test with a request, which checks if the library can make any progress on the
request. This scheme is shown in Fig 5.9. In the other approach, a specific thread or
core is dedicated to progress messages, which must be implemented thread safe.
Our experiment showed that multi-threading would slow down the computation,
such that no improvement can be achieved from the computation-communication
overlap. Therefore, manual progression is selected to improve the performance of
the parallel D3M. To provide enough time for progression, MPI_IRecv calls on
dependants of a task are performed earlier than scheduled, named as “test window”
(tw). In other words, MPI_IRecvs are called tw tasks ahead of scheduled, which
is equivalent to a shift in the birth graph to introduce “manual progression” graph.
The tuning parameter tw is reported as the percentage of the total number of tasks
on the receiving processor.
5.8 Parallel Scalability
In high performance computing, there are two common notions to measure and
report parallel scalability:
• Strong Scaling: How the solution time varies with increasing number of pro-
cessors for a fixed-size problem. The speedup in parallel computing can be
straightforwardly defined as:
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Figure 5.9. Comparison of non-overlapping computation and communication trace
with manual progression of message. (a) Node 0 starts sending data after its compu-
tation is finished; (b) Data transmission is progressed while node 0 is performing its
computation.
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speed-up = T1
TNcore
(5.7)
where T1 is the execution time for one processor (sequential run-time), TNcore
is the parallel execution time for Ncore processors. Amdahl’s Law [95] states
that the speedup is limited by the fraction of the serial part of the algorithm
that is not amenable to parallelization. Amdahl’s Law can be formulated as
speed-up = 1s + p/Ncore
(5.8)
where s is the proportion of execution time spent on the serial parts and p is the
proportion of execution time spent on the parallel parts when run sequentially.
• Weak Scaling: How the solution time varies with increasing number of proces-
sors for a fixed problem size per processor. Gustafson’s law [96] is based on
the approximations that the parallel part scales linearly with the amount of
resources, and that the serial part does not increase with respect to the size of
the problem. Gustafson’s law introduces scaled speed-up
scaled speed-up = s + p×Ncore (5.9)
which increases linearly with respect to Ncore without any upper limit.
In this work, we use strong scaling parallel speed-up in Equation 5.7 and strong
scaling parallel efficiency, defined in Equation 5.10, as the measures to evaluate the
parallel performance of solvers.
efficiency = T1/TNcore
Ncore
(5.10)
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In the case of a large problem that cannot be run in less than N0 node, the
equations for parallel efficiency based on N0 node becomes:
speed-up =
TN0
TNcore
·N0 (5.11)
efficiency =
TN0/TNcore
Ncore/N0
(5.12)
Using these equations, the parallel performance of the proposed D3M is evaluated
on challenging 3D FEM problems and real-world PCB and integrated circuit boards
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
PARALLEL NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this chapter, the parallel performance of the proposed method is compared
with the state-of-the-art direct solver MUMPS 5.1.2 [20] with MeTiS 5.1.0 reordering
(both latest version) for one set of scattering problems, and signal intergrity analysis
of an IC package.
All runs in this chapter are performed in parallel, using the hardware Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v3 @ 2.30GHz, with 20×10-core processors and 2×64 GB
RAM NUMA. The software used in these simulations are Intel C++ compiler v2018
with -O3, intel MKL v2018 BLAS, intel MPI, and other numerical libraries. Note that
all the reported times are Wall Time. The Intel Trace Analyzer and Collector (ITAC)
v2018 [97] is used to visualize the parallel performance of the proposed method.
MUMPS 5.1.2 runs, performed through the C interface, are initialized by exe-
cuting job = −1 for complex double precision (ZMUMPS) general symmetric ma-
trices (sym = 2) in centralized assembled format (ICNTL(5) = 0) and using host
as worker (par = 1). It is followed by the analysis phase (job = 1) using METIS
5.1.0 (ICNTL(7) = 5), where reordering is computed sequentially(ICNTL(28) = 1).
Then, the numerical factorization is executed in parallel with job = 2, where the fac-
torization memory for each node is found at INFO(22), as the effective memory used
during factorization. The reported factorization memory is the summation of node’s
memory usage. The reported factorization time for MUMPS includes the reordering,
analysis phase, and numerical factorization.
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In the proposed D3M, the factorization memory for each core is the peak mem-
ory usage throughout all the steps of the proposed method, which occurs during
dual factorization. The reported factorization memory is the summation of memory
usage of all cores. The factorization time reported for the proposed D3M includes
factorization time of domain FEM matrices Ad, write time of these factors in disk,
computation of DtN map of domains Zd, computation of domain matrices K(d)D , com-
putation of reduced RHS B, block LDLT factorization of the reduced matrix K, and
block forward/backward substitution time of the reduced system K.
The architecture of a cluster node used to run the simulations in this chapter was
shown in Fig. 1.3. The architecture of processors, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650
v3, were shown in Fig. 1.4. Within a specific node, the NUMA architecture provides
local access memory or remote access memory for processors based on their physical
locations, as shown in Fig. 1.3 (b). If the required memory is more than 64 GB,
another level of memory access within the two NUMA is required, which is even slower
than local access memory and remote access memory. Nodes of the clustered are
connected through high-speed FDR based Infiniband network and a 10GE network.
Infiniband features very high throughput and very low latency. However, this inter-
node communication is slower than intra-node communication between the cores of
a specific node.
6.1 Intra-node Communication
In our experiment, we first study the effect of this memory hierarchy within a
specific node on the performance of the proposed approach. These numerical results
are provided in the next section, named as intra-node communication. Therefore, all
the runs in the next section are limited to one cluster node with two NUMAs.
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6.1.1 Scattering of Dielectric Spheres
The scattering of dielectric spheres of diameter 3λ and 5λ with r = 4 is first
analyzed. Both spheres are decomposed into 6× 6× 6 = 216 domains. The statistics
of primal and dual unknowns for these dielectric spheres are shown in Table 4.1.
Trace analysis of the proposed method for the dielectric sphere of diameter 3λ with
200 RHS, visualized using the Intel Trace Analyzer and Collector (ITAC) v2018, is
plotted in Fig. 6.1 for 2, 4, and 8 cores. The dark green denotes the embarrasingly
parallel computation of domain matrices K(d)D . The red denotes the matrix-matrix
multiplication of dense updates during the highly parallel scalable dual factorization,
while the black shows the dense factorization of the diagonal blocks and light green
shows the dense triangular solve for off-diagonal blocks. At the end, Dark and light
blue denote the block forward and backward substitution of dual unknowns, respec-
tively. Note that the undesirable waiting time in yellow is negligible in the timeline,
due to the good parallelization performance of the proposed method.
The comparison of the parallel perfomance between the proposed D3M andMUMPS
5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 for the dielectroc sphere 3λ is presented in Fig. 6.2. Factoriza-
tion time, factorization memory, strong scaling parallel speedup and parallel efficiency
are plotted versus number of cores for up to 16 cores in Fig. 6.2 (a), (b), (c), and (d),
respectively. The proposed D3M in sequential run is 60% slower than MUMPS 5.1.2,
while surprisingly it gets faster than MUMPS 5.1.2 for 16 cores because it provides
1.9× better strong scaling parallel speedup. The proposed method shows 30% – 35%
better strong scaling parallel efficiency and uses about 2× less memory than MUMPS
5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0, which is incredible.
The comparison of the parallel perfomance between the proposed D3M andMUMPS
5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 for the dielectroc sphere 5λ is presented in Fig. 6.3. Factoriza-
tion time, factorization memory, strong scaling parallel speedup and parallel efficiency
are plotted versus number of cores for up to 16 cores in Fig. 6.3 (a), (b), (c), and (d),
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Figure 6.1. Trace analysis of the proposed method for the dielectric sphere of di-
ameter 3λ visualized by ITAC v2018. Main steps of the proposed parallel D3M com-
putation are denoted in differnet colors in the timeline. Note that the undesirable
waiting time in yellow is very small in the timeline, due to the good parallelization
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Figure 6.2. Parallel perfomance comparison of the proposed D3M with MUMPS
5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 for the dielectroc sphere 3λ. The proposed D3M catches up
MUMPS 5.1.2 in factorization time and even gets faster due to the better strong
scaling parallel efficiency of 30% – 35%. (a) Factorization time; (b) Factorization
memory; (c) Strong scaling parallel speedup; (d) Strong scaling parallel efficiency.
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respectively. The proposed D3M in sequential run is 2.3× slower than MUMPS 5.1.2,
while surprisingly it becomes only 37% slower than MUMPS 5.1.2 for 16 cores as it
provides 1.66× better strong scaling parallel speedup. The proposed method shows
25% – 35% better strong scaling parallel efficiency and uses about 30% – 60% less
memory than MUMPS 5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0.
6.1.2 Signal Integrity of an IC Package
In this section, signal integrity of a partition of the EPEP 2006 IC Package bench-
mark by IBM [83, 84], as shown in Fig. 6.4, is considered. The IC Package is de-
composed geometrically nonconforming into 50 domains, depicted in Fig. 6.5. The
discretized model has a total number of 1,030,817 tetrahedrons, resulting in 5,627,764
second-order FEM unknowns and 83,262 dual unknowns.
The comparison of the parallel perfomance between the proposed D3M andMUMPS
5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 for the IC Package is presented in Fig. 6.6. Factorization time,
factorization memory, strong scaling parallel speedup and parallel efficiency are plot-
ted versus number of cores for up to 16 cores in Fig. 6.6 (a), (b), (c) and (d),
respectively. The proposed D3M is 3× slower than MUMPS 5.1.2 sequentially, while
surprisingly it is only 44% slower than MUMPS 5.1.2 with 2.33× better strong scaling
parallel speedup for 16 cores. The proposed method shows 25% – 35% better strong
scaling parallel efficiency and uses 2.1× – 3× less memory than MUMPS 5.1.2 w/
METIS 5.1.0, which is a signifact memory saving.
The primal recovery step of the proposed D3M is embarrassingly parallel, which
makes it perfectly parallel scalable. The comparison of the solution time for the
proposed approach and MUMPS 5.1.0 w/ METIS 5.1.0 is compared in Fig. 6.7(a).
The number of RHS in this problem is two, equal to the number of ports. The solution
time for the proposed method run sequentially (1 core) is 2.6× slower than MUMPS
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Figure 6.3. Parallel perfomance comparison of the proposed D3M with MUMPS
5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 for the dielectroc sphere 5λ. The proposed D3M catches up
MUMPS 5.1.2 in factorization time and even gets faster due to the better strong
scaling parallel efficiency of 30% – 35%. (a) Factorization time; (b) Factorization
memory; (c) Strong scaling parallel speedup; (d) Strong scaling parallel efficiency.
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Figure 6.4. The computational geometry of the partition of IC Package (a) and side
view (b).
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Figure 6.5. The geometrically nonconforming decomposition of the partition of IC
Package: (a) 3D view with exploded domains; (b) Front view; (c) Back view.
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Figure 6.6. Parallel perfomance comparison of the proposed D3M with MUMPS
5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 for the IC Package. The proposed D3M almost catches up
MUMPS 5.1.2 in factorization time due to the better strong scaling parallel efficiency
of 25% – 35%. (a) Factorization time; (b) Factorization memory; (c) Strong scaling
parallel speedup; (d) Strong scaling parallel efficiency.
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Figure 6.7. (a) Solution time comparison of the proposed D3M with MUMPS 5.1.2
w/ METIS 5.1.0 for the IC Package. The solution part of the proposed method is
embarrassingly parallel, enables it to become as fast as MUMPS for 16 cores. (b)
Total communication load for the proposed D3M for different number of cores.
5.1.2. However, it becomes as fast as MUMPS 5.1.2 for 16 cores, thanks to being
embarrassingly parallel.
Total communication load for different number of cores used to run the proposed
method is plotted in Fig. 6.7(b). This figure shows that a considerable data volume
is exchanged among processors.
6.2 Inter-node Communication
Next, we perform the fully distributed execution of the proposed algorithm on up
to 22 nodes and 64 cores. For simulations up to 16 cores, one core per processor is
allocated, i.e. up to 16 nodes are used. In the case of 32 cores, two cores per node
is allocated, while for simulations with 64 cores at most three cores per node are
allocated, i.e. 22 nodes. The reason is that the cluster used for these experiments
is shared, which we don’t have any control over the job allocation. This limited our
ability to use more nodes on the cluster.
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6.2.1 Scattering of Dielectric Spheres
The scattering of dielectric spheres of diameters 3λ and 7λ with r = 4 is analyzed.
The primal and dual unknown statistics for dielectric sphere problems are presented
in Table 6.1. The sphere 3λ is decomposed in 6×6×6 = 216 domains, while the 7λ
sphere is decomposed into 10×10×10 = 1000 domains which leads to domain sizes
approximately equal to 3λ sphere.
Table 6.1. Primal and dual unknown statistics for progressively larger dielectric
spheres of diameters 3λ and 7λ.
Geometrical Statistics
Problem # Volumetric Primal DoF in Ad # Surface Dual DoF on interfaces
Avg. Min. Max. Total Avg. Min. Max. Total
Sphere 3λ 3,282 1,468 13,690 708,916 334 264 1,830 72,232
Sphere 7λ 3,839 1,268 11,328 3,839,270 855 252 2,014 427,780
The parallel perfomance of the proposed D3M is compared with that of MUMPS
5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 for dielectric spheres of diameter 3λ and 7λ for number of cores
for up to 32 and 64 cores, respectively. The proposed method is run with three sets
of values for optimization parameters ‘rebirth criterion’ (rc) and ‘test window’ (tw):
• The value of ‘rc’ is the percentage of the estimated total run time on each
processor to prune the task graph and possibly decide to re-transmit data and
save memory. The smaller the ‘rc’ is, the lower the memory usage is; But it
requires more communcation and hence increase run-time.
• The value of ‘tw’ is the percentage of total number of tasks scheduled on each
processor to be executed. The corresponding absolute value determines the
number of tasks ahead of execution, the communications of each task will be ini-
tialized (call MPI_Irecv) and progressed successively (call MPI_Test) until
execution. The larger the ‘tw’, the smaller the waiting time for communication
is; But it requires initializing memory earlier than needed which increases the
memory usage.
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Factorization time for dielectric spheres of diameter 3λ and 7λ are compared in
Fig. 6.8 (a) and (b), respectively. The proposed D3M for dielectric sphere 3λ is 60%
slower than MUMPS 5.1.2 sequentially, while surprisingly it gets 16% faster. The
proposed D3M for dielectric sphere 7λ is very competitive in run-time.
Strong scaling parallel speedup and parallel efficiency for dielectric sphere 3λ and
sphere 7λ are plotted in Fig. 6.9 (a), (b), and Fig. 6.10 (a), (b), respectively.
The proposed D3M for dielectric sphere 3λ shows 1.9× better strong scaling parallel
speedup for 32 cores and 30% – 35% better strong scaling parallel efficiency than
MUMPS 5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0.
The factorization memory for spheres of diameter 3λ and 7λ are compared in Fig.
6.11 (a) and (b) using the proposed D3M and MUMPS 5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0. For
sphere 3λ the proposed method used 1.5× – 2× less memory than MUMPS 5.1.2,
while for the sphere 7λ the proposed method used 33% – 42% less memory than
MUMPS 5.1.2.
Factorization time for the proposed method includes primal factorization, primal
inversion, dual factorization, and dual forward/backward solution. Time break-down
for these steps are compared with factorization time for MUMPS 5.1.2 in Fig. 6.12.
Since the primal reduction (green bars) part is embarrassingly parallel, the time for
this step is almost negligible for larger number of cores.
6.3 Conclusion
A parallel implementation of the proposed D3M method was presented in chapter
5. In this chapter, parallel performance of the proposed method was compared with
state-of-the-art sparse direct solver MUMPS 5.1.2 for challenging and real-world 3D
FEM problems in electromagnetics. The most important resource for every analy-
sis/computation is time and memory. The lower the method use the precious resource,
the more desired. The resource usgae of the proposed D3M and MUMPS 5.1.2 is com-
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Figure 6.8. Factorization time comparison of the proposed D3M and MUMPS 5.1.2
w/ METIS 5.1.0 for the dielectric spheres. (a) Dielectric sphere of diameter 3λ; (b)
Dielectric sphere of diameter 7λ.
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Figure 6.9. Strong scaling parallel speedup comparison of the proposed D3M and
MUMPS 5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 for the dielectric spheres. (a) Dielectric sphere of
diameter 3λ; (b) Dielectric sphere of diameter 7λ.
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Figure 6.10. Strong scaling parallel efficiency comparison of the proposed D3M and
MUMPS 5.1.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 for the dielectric spheres. (a) Dielectric sphere of
diameter 3λ; (b) Dielectric sphere of diameter 7λ.
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Figure 6.11. Factorization memory comparison of the proposed D3M and MUMPS
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Figure 6.13. Comparison of the resource usgae for the proposed D3M and MUMPS
5.1.2 for the IC pacakge and dielectric spheres of diameter 3λ and 5λ. The proposed
D3M has lowered the resource usage and cost of the analysis.
pared in Fig. 6.13 for the IC pacakge and dielectric spheres of diameter 3λ and 5λ.
The lower-left green area is the desired operating region for a solver. This plot shows
that the proposed method has been able to lower the resource usage and push down
cost of the analysis.
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CHAPTER 7
EPILOGUE
7.1 Summary
This dissertation introduces a direct solution method based on domain decompo-
sition framework that leverages physical insights at every stage of the development to
improve computational reliability, efficiency and scalability. Chapter 1 introduces the
fudnamental issues in developing computational direct methods for multiscale EM
modeling. A literature review of the state-of-the-art sparse direct solvers and DD
methods is presented. Chapter 1 closes with a clear statement of the dissertation
contributions.
Chapter 2 mainly introduces notations, conventions, mathematical spaces, and
definition of physical quantities used in the electromagnetic area.
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 present the core work of this dissertation. Chapter 3
starts with a new Finite Element Tiering and Interconnecting (FETI) formulation
with one set of Lagrange multipliers that regularizes domain FEM matrices to make
them non-singular while maintaining the self-adjoint nature (symmetry) of the overall
problem (system of equations). This new approach, reduces the volumetric primal
problem into a surfacial auxiliary (dual) problem defined on domain interfaces that
symmetric block-wise sparse (primal reduction). Then, a special block LDLT with
restricted pivoting is used to solve for the auxiliary (dual) unknowns on the interfaces,
that once known can be thought as known boundary condition that decouples the do-
mains from one another. Therefore, each domain can be solved independantly to find
the desired EM fields and other quantities (primal recovery). Finally, four numerical
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challenging and real-world problems are presented to showcase the achieved accuracy,
efficiency and robustness of the proposed D3M framework for EM computation in se-
quential execution. Namely, radiation problem of progressively larger ultra-wideband
PUMA array, scattering by progressively larger dielectric spheres, and signal integrity
analysis problem on one multilayered PCB and one IC package.
Chapter 4 proposes a parallel D3M algorithm based on directed acyclic graph
scheduling. This chapter starts with a literature review of DAG scheduling, followed
by its generalization to block DAG (B-DAG) that is used for the task scheduling of
block LDLT factorization of the blocked sparse auxiliary problem on domain inter-
faces, in addition to primal reduction in the beginning and primal recovery at the
end.
Chapter 5 presents parallel performance evaluation of the proposed approach
by solving challenging 3D problems of scattering by progressively larger dielectric
spheres, and signal integrity analysis of an IC package.
7.2 Conclusions
This dissertation proposed D3M method, suitable to solve 3D full-wave time-
harmonic electromagnetic computations. The solve is exact, memory-efficient, reli-
able, and parallel scalable.
An efficient block-wise recursive algorithm based on Takahashi relationship has
been proposed to compute DtN mapping exploiting Level 3 BLAS, which resulted
in 50% – 90% time saving for multi-million unknown problems. Comparisons with
state-of-the-art exact direct solvers, MUMPS 5.0.2 w/ METIS 5.1.0 and PARDISO-
MKL 11.1, in sequential run, showed up to 7× less memory for the proposed D3M
while being competitive in run-time and maintaining the same accuracy.
Parallel performance comparison of the proposed D3M and MUMPS 5.1.2 w/
METIS 5.1.0 showed that the proposed method offers better strong scaling parallel
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efficiency (5% – 35%) and parallel speedup than MUMPS 5.1.2 such that D3M can
become faster for larger number of cores while it uses 30% – 3× less memory than
MUMPS 5.1.2.
In summary, the proposed work offers a promising methodology that significantly
enhanced the parallel scalability and memory usage of sparse direct solvers in elec-
tromagnetic applications. The proposed approach can be performed algebraically or
potentially be extended to other computational disciplines where PDEs are solved,
such as acoustics, mechanics, fluid dynamics, or quantum mechanics.
7.3 Future Work
The proposed direct domain decomposition method (D3M), to the best of our
knowledge, is the first direct solver based on domain decomposition to solve FEM
electromagnetic problems. There are different areas that are yet to be explored in
this technology, some of which are discussed here.
First, low-rank approximation can be used to represent rank-deficient off-diagonal
blocks of the reduced matrix. Since off-diagonal blocks represent the coupling between
interfaces of neighboring domains, they are sparse and rank-deficient. By applying
SVD decomposition on these sparse matrices, the off-diagonal blocks can be repre-
sented by considerably smaller matrices and hence save memory to store them.
Mesh partitioning of problems is not optimized, a straighforward grid decomposi-
tion is used to partition the geometry. After meshing the sliced geometry, the mesh is
partitioned into decomposed domains. Instead, the original geometry can be meshed
and then mesh partitioning scheme, e.g. METIS, can be used to partition the mesh
efficiently. There is a good research opportunity in optimizing mesh partitioning for
this application that is to be explored.
The proposed formulation works for conforming mesh. However, with slight modi-
fication it can be applied to non-conforming mesh to enable the method to tackle even
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larger problems. A transfer matrix can be defined on the adjacent domain interfaces
to handle the different number of unknowns on either side of the interface.
The methods described can also be extended to employ an algebraic partitioning
approach. This will make the method an arbitrary general sparse matrix solvers, a
black-box solver that can be applied to any sparse matrix.
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TAKAHASHI RELATION APPLICABILITY TO
COMPUTE DISCRETE DTN MAP FOR
INTERIOR-SURFACE PARTITIONED FEM MATRIX
In this appendix the fill-ins characterization of a sparse matrix which is reordered
and partitioned according to (3.71) is studied. It is shown that the factor LΓΓd of
the surface-surface parition of the matrix AΓΓd is dense. The reason to have a dense
matrix AΓΓd is that Takahashi relationship in Eq. (3.79) can only be used to find the
entries of A−1 that are also non-zero in L. Since, all the entries of A−1 on domain
interfaces are required, the corresponding entries in L have to be non-zero as well.
Equation (3.71) is repeated here.
Ad =
 AIId (AIΓd )T
AIΓd AΓΓd
 (A.1)
First, the definition of a fill − in is reviewed.
Definition A fill in a sparse matrix factorization is an entry at row i column j such
that Ai,j = 0, which fills in at least one Schur complement. That is Ai,j = 0 and
Ai,j − Li,1:kLT1:k,j 6= 0 for some k < j.
This definition helps to understand the fill-in but is not useful to predict the
characterization of fill-ins. One reason is numerical cancellation. Graph represention
of a sparse matrix A, helps to characterize the fill-ins.
Definition The unweighted (pattern) graph of an n × n symmetric matrix A is an
undirected graph GA = ({1, 2, ...n}, E) whose vertices are the integers 1 through n
and whose edges are pairs (i, j) such that Ai,j 6= 0. E is the edge set of GA.
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Definition Let GA be an undirected graph with vertices 1, 2, ..., n. A vertex elim-
ination step on vertex j of GA is the transformation of GA into another undirected
graph elim(GA, j). The edge set of elim(GA, j) is the union of the edge set of GA
with a clique on the neighbors of j in GA whose indices are larger than j,
E(elim(GA, j)) = E(GA) ∪ {(i, k)|i > j, k > j, (j, i) ∈ E(GA), (k, i) ∈ E(GA)}
The fill graph G+A of A is the graph G+A = elim(elim(...elim(GA, 1)...), n− 1), n).
The edges of the fill graph provide a bound on fill.
Lemma A.0.1 Let A be an n × n symmetric positive-definite matrix. Let 1 ≤ j <
i ≤ n. If A(i, j) 6= 0 or i, j is a fill-in, then (i, j) is an edge of G+A.
This lemma can be proved by induction. The following lemma provides another
characterization of fill-ins.
Lemma A.0.2 The pair (i, j) is an edge of the fill graph of A if and only if GA
contains a simple path from i to j whose internal vectices all have indices smaller
than min(i, j) [98].
Now, let’s consider the partitioned matrix Ad in Eq. (A.1), where nI is number of
inner unknowns, and nΓ is the number of surface unknowns. Consider an arbirary pair
i, j in G such that i, j > nI . Therefore, these nodes reside on the surface of subdomain
d. Since, subdomain d is a volumetric geometry, there is always a simple geometric
path between i and j inside the subdomain that connects them. This geometric path
corresponds to a path in graph G, where all nodes except i, j are numbered less than
nI . Using Lemma A.0.2, any pair (i, j) such that i, j > nI , is an edge of the fill graph
G+A, which makes LΓΓd a dense matrix. This completes the proof.
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